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PART I. SYNOPSIS

This monograph presents and interprets a model by which college and university

boards of trustees periodically will be able to assess and evaluate key academic administra-

torsboth presidents and others such as vice presidents and deans.

Evaluation is defined as a process of review to assess the performance of academic

administrators and to make a value judgment concerning this assessment. Such review in-

volves the assessment of actual performance, management activity, quality of leadership, and

other activities and attributes to be delineated later.

It is an assumption basic to this presentation that evaluation is a proper function of

a board of trustees accountable for the tenure of an institutional president and of the presi-

dent who is accountable for the tenure of other senior academic administrators. Likewise,

it is assumed that the board of trustees of a given institution will specify the conditions

under which evaluation occurs in relation to such matters as presidential and other admin-

istrator contractual obligations or tenure and will establish a cycle of review and general

conditions that will maintain the-integrity of the process.

The model for evaluation presented in this monograph is a modification of the

search committee model now used in colleges and universities to seek out faculty and ad-

ministrators for appointment.

The modified model makes use of an ad hoc evaluation committee. This committee

will normally have members drawn from boards of trustees (primarily used in presidential

evaluations), other academic administrators, faculty, students, and alumni. This membership

can be readily modified to accommodate other constituencies or to achieve a better balance,

for example, for the sexes and ethnic or racial groups.

The ad hoc evaluation committee will prepare what is called an assessment portfolio.

The initial item to be placed in the portfolio will be a self-evaluation statement submitted by

the person under review. Tt e. portfolio will, however, consist largely of descriptive and

evaluative statements reprtsevting the valid interests of the various constituencies. It also

will contain a consensus 5 atement with dissents or minority statements, if any, of the en-

tire cornmittee.

For the presidential review, ihe board of trustees will review the assessment port-

folio and make its owneevaluafion which will be definitive. This evaluation, with the port-

folio, will be reviewed with the peresident For presidential evaluations in Pennsylvania's

State Colleges and Univerpitre, the review statement with the definaive evaluation will be

sent to the chairperson of [the State Colleges and University Board of Directors. A copy will

be sent to the Secretary of Education of the Commonwealth.
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For reviews of all other academic administrators, the president or his/her designee

will review the assessment portfolio and make his/her own evaluation which will be definitive.

This evaluation with the portfolio will be reviewed by the president with the administrator

under review. The final and definitive evaluation will then be sent to the board of trustees.

The board of trustees, on recommendation of the president, will determine the ad-

ministrators who shall be considered academic and subject to evaluation. The monograph

presents a plan for further review or filing of an appeal by any administrator, including the

president, when the administrator concludes that the review and definitive evaluation sig-

nificantly misinterprets the confidence he/she believes he/she merits.

It should be obvious that the review will be qualitative and judgmental. It will be

based on criteria of the following type: (1) performance as an educational leader; (2) per-

forrnance as manager of the enterprise entrusted to himiher; (3) criteria related to personal-

ty, health, energy, personal values, and administrative style; (4) educational statesmanship;

(5) criteria related to astuteness or sophistication in affairs that are political, economic,

social, or involving interactions with other persons on or off campus; (6) criteria that are re-

lated to institutional uniqueness; and (7) criteria that reflect special attributes of either the

institution or the administrator. Finally, the report will deal with any special limitations or

great strengths of the administrator that appear critical to the college's or university's wel-

fare.

The nature of these rttria and how they be reported are dealt vith at some

length in the monograph.

The monograph also sets forth the fol owing: the strengths and limitations of formal

evaluation and the uses which properly can be made of the evaluation. It also cleats with

such items as confidentiality, accountability, good manners, and good taste in preparing and

using an evaluation report.

7
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PART II. INTRODUCTION: WHY EVALUATION?

Rationale for Administrator Evaluation

In the last half century the rather fantastic growth of American business, govern-

mental, and educational institutions has caused the scholars of the universities to begin to

study these institutions in a systematic way. Organizations are being studied in terms of such

aspects as productivity, efficiency, social utility, worthiness, and accountability. Attention

is being given to their operations and their management, and a science of organizations and a

science of management are emerging as a field of study in colleges and universities. A cul-

mination of these types of activities is the evaluation of the varieties of organizations and

their managers.

Colleges and universities have not been spared the scrutiny being given to other

organizations. The larger society has come to realize, particularly in the last quarter of a

century, that colleges and universities are exceedingly important to the nation's well-being

and that they are expensive. As organizations they are pervasive, numbering nearly three

thousand, and are found in almost every community of any size. They are enrolling more

than ten million students annually, employing perhaps 750,000 faculty, and at least that

many non-faculty. They educate practically all the nation's physicians; dentists; lawyers;

teachers; engineers; accountants; journalists; nurses; pharmacists; architects; social workers;

scientists; public administrators; armed services officers; and members of the judicial,

executive, and legislative branches of state and national governments, as well as many other

of the citizenry who have less specific occupational titles in terms of the skills and values

necessary to practice their professions. Likewise, colleges and universities are the chief

knowledge producers of the nation, doing basic research and making applications of knowl-

edge to matters of agriculturet and industrial production, health and public welfare, our legal

and judicial systems, our systems of education and government, the defense of the nation

indeed to all activity relevant to the nation's general welfare. They cost approximately 35

billion dollars annually to operate. A few universities and systems of universities operate

with budgets approaching a billion dollars per annum. They are exceedingly complicated_in-

stitutions, perhaps the most complex that exist save for the military and the government.

And they must he managed.



Managers must be employed. Logic would dirtate that after employmenL, managers

should be evaluated. Of course, they are, but largely informaliy. However, as organizations

and their management are being studied systematically more and more, the informal processes

of employment and evaluation are becoming formalized. Again, it is so with colleges and

universities. As they operate in the public interest, and as they increasingly become depen-

dent upon public funds from a variety of sources, those vvho can rightly ask that colleges

and universities be accountable are doing so. These officials, largely governmental, but also

those who are trustees, are indirectly or directly asking for formal appraisals of college and

university administrators or managers.

Colleges and universities are also members of a limited class of institutions whose

work force has a high proportion of professionals who claim and receive considerations

and privileges not normally extended to organizational employees. Others of this limited

class are hospitals and medical centers, law firms, and research organizations. In colleges and

universities the chief work force is the faculty. Faculties play a significant role in policy

formation and policy administration in higher education. They are interactive with adminis-

trators in a special way, and they demand of college and university administrators a con-

sideration and an accountability significantly different from that required by employees or

managers in most production and service organizations. Faculties are asking for more formal

appraisal of college and university administrators.

Finally, students in co!leges and universities have a status related to the organization

that appears to be unique. They cannot be viewed as customers or consumers, as clients or

patients, as wards or workers. Students, presumed to be a unique class, have on the one hand

a special obligation to the colleges and universities that have admitted them even though in a

sense, they are locked into the system; on the other hand, they expect certain considerations

from the college or university as a matter of right as persons and as students. Hence,students

also ask that college and university administrations be accountable and that they be subjected

to formal evaluation as administrators.

Scope of the Monograph

This monograph is prepared so that colleges and universities can systematically and

formally assess and evaluate the activities of college and university academic administrators

as administrators. It is restrictive in that it deals only with academic administration. Aca-

demic administration is leadership and managerial activity a.ssociated with teaching, research,

educational services such as counseling or placenzent, and extension activities including con-



tinuing education. This monograph is not directed the college and university managerial

class that assists in maintaining the organization but which has only casual association with

faculty and students.

Government officials who' deal with universities and boards of trustees rightly view

the college or university president as the most significant, most responsible, and most in-

fluential of academic administrators. It is proper for officers of government and boards of

trustees to direct their attention to presidents as a first consideration for formal assessment

and evaluation. However, the entire academic administrative staff can be viewed as a system

through which academic activity is carried out: recruitment, selection, and evaluation of

students; organization and conduct of programs of instruction; organization and conduct of

research programs; recruitment and evaluation of teaching and research personnel; super-

vision of student life and associated activities and integration of these with the more formal

instructional programs; and so on. Persons who operate in these spheres bear such titles as

provost, executive vice president, vice president for educational or academic affairs, vice

president for research, vice president for student personnel services, dean of administration,

deas-i of the faculties, dean of specific colleges and schools, and associates of these officers,

e.g. , associate or assistant deans.'

It is obvious that these academic administrators through their activities have impor-

tant and often decisive effects on crucial segments of an institution's operations. For ex-

ample, deans of professional colleges are in the front rank of recruitment and selection of the

college's faculty, in formulating and supervising instruction and evaluation processes, in

maintaining the currency el the college's program, and in maintaining an atmosphere of pro-

fessionalism in the school's instruction, research, and service activities.

This monograph does not direct itself explicitly to departmental chairpersons as aca-

demic administrators subject to evaluation under the assumptions and processes herein de-

scribed. Currently, their status is ambiguous, as witnessed by the conflicting decisions of

state labor relations boards and the National Labor Relations Board as to whether depart-

mental chairpersons are faculty or administrators for collective negotiation purposes. How-

It perhaps will be Mential for each college or university that uses this monograph FO a guide to ad
evaluation tO define the classeS et categories of institutional personnel that will De evaluated in a given situation Or point in
time, In this monograph it is assumed that dePartmentel chairpersons will not be evaluated, nor will those persons who
supeNisa or have relationships tO non-actelemic employees only (e.g., maintenance works). Troublesome Pcsitions that
the institution will have to think through are represented by these titles: director of athletics, director of thrl universiry
press, comptroller, arid director of housing and food services.



ever, with some modification, this monograph could also be adapted to evaluate departmental

chairpersons if such were desired.2

Despite as much as perhaps fifty years of history of systematic study of educational

evaluation, rigorous processes of high validity and reliability have not been achieved except

in limited areas. Informal processes are still the modal activity for teed% :s and administrators

at the elementary and secondary school level of in postsecondary institutions. While seem-

ingly scientific approaches have been given serious attention and rating scales of a consider-

able abundance have been created, hypotheses relating missions, objectives, organizations, or

programs to activities and their direction, and all of these to competencies, performances,

skills, attitudes or values presumed to result, are tentative and ambiguous. Likewise, hypoth-

eses relating to measurement of outcomes and the measurement of growth or change in

outcomes to a variety of variables are also tentative and ambiguous. Finally, attempts to

quantify evaluations are still in a preliminary state of development. All this is a warning to

those who would create a formal system of evaluation or would use it. Nonetheless, it is not

amiss to strive to improve informal evaluations by formalizing concepts and procedures.

That is what this monograph attempts.

Because the monograph is designed to be suggestive rather than definitive the user

should not hesitate to selectively adapt the model to a local situation or in terms of modify-

ing certain assumptions relating to models and value considerations that governed the prep-

aration of this monograph and the presentation of the model.

Types of Evaluation

Evaluation involves value judgments. These judgments are often made in relationship

to norms or standards. Phrases such as "better than," -as good as," or -worse than" imply a

judgment made in relation to a norm. These judgments may be qualitative as just illustrated.

They may be quantified as, for example, in the use of an intelligence quotient or a percentile

rank when a comparison is made of an individual against normative performance Such judg-

ments can be made for organizations, e.g., "College A has a student to faculty ratio of 8:1,

which gives it the lowest ratio of 'N number' of specified colleges."

Comparisons may be made against a previous state or a previous performance, e.g.,

"College B has increased its endowment from M dollars per full-time equivalent student to

2Such modification rnigM be, for example, designation of the &Jan of a cdlleg rether then the president to

make the definitive and final evaluation of departmental persons. Such evaluatiOn might also acknowledge the seemingly

dual, if not paradoxical, role of departmental chairpersons as faculty and as mallows.
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Y dollars per fuletirne equivalent student. This is an increase of N percent." For an individual

we may make such an evaluation as: "Student A increased his/her reading achievement score

by Y grades in a period of N months.- A college may report that its admissions applications

increased from M thousands to Y thousands between two given years.

A third type of evaluation is simply a judgment rendered with available data at hand

and in -professional terms," i.e., in terms of the judgment of a trained and experienced per-

son or persons. The situation in which this kind of evaluation occurs usually has several

characteristics. The criteria used in the evaluation are normally multiple and complex. The

person or organization being evaluated is responding to a situation that is in many respects

uniquethe evaluation is made in terms of a specific situation, under a specific set of cir-

cumstances, and at a specific point in time. Such is the character of evaluations that are in-

volved in accreditation of colleges and universities either as a whole (regional) or in terms of

specific programs, e.g, a specific school such as medicine or a program in journalism.

The Ad Hoe Evaluation Committee: A Model

The model presented in this monograph results in a judgment bound to a particular

situation in time and place. It also is a modification of the search committee now frequently

used in colleges and universities to seek out and recommend for appointment both facukty

and administrators. This model involves an ad hoc evaluation cornmittee.3 The following

aspects are involved: (1) as a first step, a self-analysis or self-evaluation is made by the ad-

ministrator being evaluated; (2) descriptions and judgments are made by peers and other

associates regarding the administrator (peers and associates are broadly viewed as other mem-

bers or constituencies of the organization, i.e., trustees, other administrators, faculty, and

students); and (3) a definitive value judgment regarding the individual is made after review-

ing materials produced in aspects 1 and 2 by a group with the authority and information

to do so. In our model, a summary value judgment is rendered by the ad hoc evaluation corn-

tee upon review of the administrator's self-evaluation and peer descriptions, which are

compiled into an assessment portfolio. A definitive judgment is made by the board of

trustees for presidents and by the president for other administrators.

3To our knowledge, the ripe of evaldation described in the monograph is utilized et present only by theSrarr

Coliver lf New York system in the evaluation of presidenta
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Aswmpiions Basic to Academic Adrninstrator Evakation

A basic assumption in this monograph is that the formal process of evaluation must

rivet pragmatic tests of "seeming to be more valid and more reliable than informal processes.

It cannot be assumed that formal evaluations are necessarily so. The formal evaluation must

be viewed by institutional constituencies as having been fair, objective, considerate, and in

harmony with the r;onventional wisdom of those who should have a general understanding

of the situational aspects of the evaluation.

A second assumption is that the person evaluated should have oppor unity to review

the process and conclusions of the evaluation with the person or group that makes the

semi-final and final definitive judgments concerning the evaluation. There should be oppor-

tunity to appeal for a further consideration or review of definitive decisions after they are

made known to the one evaluated, but under conditions set down in this monograph or

otherwise agreed to.

A third assumption is that the nature of the review process generally shall be known,

but that its results concerning any given individual are to remain confidential. The only ex-

ception -to this practice shall be in those cases where unanimous agreement to waive the ob-

servance of confidentiality is reached by all parties involved in the process.

13



PART III. A PROCESS FOR FORMAL EVALUATION

Wbo Evaluates and Why

Evaluation is a process of review to assess the performance of academic adminis-

trators and to make a value judgment concerning this a.ssessment. It is a formal process dif-

ferent from the informal activity continuously engaged in by many in universities and colleges

and by almost all persons who have any interest in a given institution. I n a formal system, it

s to be assumed that authority to make a formal evaluation and to make definitive decisions

based on the formal evaluation rests with the same authority (de facto rather than de/ure)

responsible for the appointment of a given administrator.

Legally and technically this authority lies with the governing board of any given

college or university, Normally, however, the evaluation of the chief administrator of an

organizationin this discussion a college or university presidentis carried out directly under

the authority and control of the board, while evaluation of academic administrators ether

than the president is delegated to the president. When this is so, the responsibility for defin-

itive decisions concerning academic administrators rests with the college or university presi-

dent. I t is to be assumed that input, advice, counsel, and such will be given by a variety of

-others- in colleges and universities regarding both presidential and other academic admin-

istrator evaluations. This is the meaning of the ad hoc committee, the character of which will

be discussed at length later.

Uses of the Evaluation

The final and definitive use to which an official and formal evaluation points is con-

tinuance in office, removal from office, or advice and counsel concerning future services and

tenure_ But it is to be assumed that normal and systematic evaluations at regular or other-

wise specified times will not generally be harshly concerned with a definitive decision to re-

move from office. Indeed, it seems that the removal of a president is characteristically re-

lated to an idiosyncratic situation such as unanticipated and climactic "occurrences- often

following a breach of trust, a serious legal offense, insubordination, or a blatant failure of

integrity.

It is assumed, then, that evaluations made periodically and of the character presented

in this rnonograph will fall into place as part of the continuing act vity to improve institu-

9



tional processes and decision making. The evaluation should be expected to serve the person

being evaluated and to serve the college or university without being unduly threatening to

either. Speci fically, the evaluation should lead the evaluated administrator to a better under-

standing of the perceptions of those with whom he/she works. It should be an exercise in

the Socratic dictum of know thyself," presumably leading to greater effectiveness in the

days and years ahead.

The evaluation should be of use to governing boards and in some respects to the in-

stitutional constituencies. The board will better u nderstand the college or university president

and other administrators. The board should also better understand the situation, with its

demands and constraints, in which the president works. These understandings of other ad-

rninistrators in the institution should also be enhanced for the board and for the president.

Finally, as they understand that administrators are being evaluated, all constituencies

should have increased confidence in the well-being of the college or universityto put the

situation in homely language, the trustees and president will be perceived as truly tending

the store.

The quality and uses of administrator evaluation will represent a range. This range

will relate to such variables as the quality of the evaluators and their conscientiousness,

whether or not the constituencies see the evaluations being taken seriously, reasonable main-

tenance of confidentiality and integrity by those involved in the process, and indicators of

institutional change as a result of evaluation. Without integrity of purpose and process in the

evaluations, they will be of little use; in some instances they can be dangerous.

In the end, an evaluation is an accountability document and she uld be so viewed. it

should be looked upon as part of the system by which a college or university maintains itself.

Evaluation is a proper activity in any organization. Colleges and universities are important in-

stitutions in Western culture. They exist as fundamental constructs within that culture.

While autonomy is an important characteristic enjoyed by colleges and universities, essential

if they are to fulfill their mission completely and with high effectiveness, they dare not

claim that they are riot accountable. Evaluation, then, should simply represent an aspectof

accountability. It should be a part of the conscience of a college or university; it should be an

instrument of institutional responsibility and maintenance; and it should be viewed as normal

activity, in no sense coercive or policing in its normal dynamics.

Need for a Formal Evaluation System

It should be noted again that every college and university will reveal an informal

evaluation system at wodc. Presidents, vice presidents, and deans will be continuously subject

10
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to conversations by their peers, the faculty, and the students. As officers of the university,

their work will be noted daily; they will be praised or blamed in faculty or academic sen-

ate meetings and in meetings of student governments, in the public press and in the student

press. Such activity is the sign of an open institution and is normal, organizational behavior,

in no way pathological. Administrators who are astute will have ways of knowing what

people are saying- about them. They will again, if they are astute, know how to handle

i.e., evaluatethe messages they are receiving through the informal system. They will make

their accommodations which will vary from circumstance to circumstance. There is much to

be said that is favorable to an informal system. It creates campus folk heroes and campus

devils as well. It is part of the campus value creating and value maintenance system. It does

not demand a response system. It permits much to go on by way of both communication

and adaptation that is essential without the need of bureaucratic intrusions. It is a system of

ancient lineage and of powerful social value and censequence.

But it also has its limitations. As colleges and universities become institutions serving

thousands and employing thousands, spending millions and performing duties essential to

the maintenance of the national economy, the informal system is often proving insufficient.

A system as extensive and pervasive as higher education requires extensive and pervasive

bureauerecies for it to operate effectively. It is now apparent as a result of a general con-

sensus that colleges and universities will be required to be formally responsive in assessments

of its operations. Fiscal operations are routinely assessed by auditors, some institutionally

selected and others representative of state and federal governments. The federal government

and other official bodies are now routinely reviewing employment practices of colleges and

universities, and particularly in relation to employment of and salaries paid to women and

minority groups. Such assessments more and more often will include formal assessments of

administrative personnel.

Caveats Regarding the Formal System

It is appropriate, then, to review briefly some expectations and some caveats as

colleges and universities incorporate into their normal processes of operation a formal system

of administrator evaluation. These include the following.

1. The formal system will complement an informal evaluation system. It will notit

cannotreplace the normal day-to-day judgments, praise, sooldings, and question-

ing that administrators experience. The formal system should add to the informal

system, stabilize the total process, and, as is sometimes necessary, bring about



judgments that require official notice and action. A formal system shioid en-
,

hence the responsible management of colleges and universities,

2 While the strengths of a formal system can be noted, the' limitations should be rec-

ognized. An evaluation oannot be made ad hoc, in response to day-to-day varia-

tions, inconsistencies, or less than 100 percent efficeencles that characterize all

administration. Even in the riame of accountability or of demoeratic governance,

institutions cannot be responding to the whims of the disgruntled; the vagaries of

shifting styles and values; or the variety of claims and counter claims made by

religious, civic, social, or patriotic groups that require administrative attention.

Colleges and universities inherently have great lability. They represent enduring

and conserving valaes. Their administratons and their trustees shouid represent

these values. Evaluatiun should be a stabilizing process, not a disrupting one.

3. All constituencies, particularly the faculty, trustees, alumni, and supporting

agencie Jf government, need to have clear understanding of the process and po-

tential of administrator evaluation. Without veil understanding, unattainable ex-.
pectations will often be expressed or the process may be deemed a boondoggle, a

whitewash, a "con or snow job.'"

4. All who participate in evaluation need to have an enlightened sense of responsibil-

ity. Such peraons generally will be deemed persons of wisdom and judgment, sensi

tive to human feelings, and pusons of conscience. These qualities are required of

evaluators.

5. While it will be known that processes of administrator evaluation exist and their

natures should be understood, confidentiality dare not be abridged. Although

Woodrow Wilson once called for "open covenants openly arrived at," diplomacy

cannot operate with full and complete openness. It might seem desirable iv) light

of current trendssunshine laws, for examplenot to make evaluation confidential,

because of privacy laws, to make it highly constricted. Both of these alterna-

es, however, would be detrimental to the long-range health of a college or uni-
.

versity. Authority,must be delegated avid accepted with full faith and truet if ad-

ministrator evaluation is to succeed. General findings will be known, but intimacies

should not be fully shared_

17
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'The F cvaluation

Specific in Time and Place. Eva Nation must be conducted in terms of a specific frame

of reference. The evaluation should be specific in time and place as well as in the role of the

one evaluated. For example, it was one thing to be president of an expanding university

whh the flow of resources available in what we now caR the golden sixties. It is another,

however, to be president even of the same university in the relatively austere seventies. As

another example, the tenure of several presidents of universities of great quality nigh t have

been years longer than it was had it not been for the student aggressions, including violence

and destruction of property, as the sixties became the seventies. On the other hand, some

persons came to power as presidents because of the way they performed in the face of

violence,

The constraints of time and space must be considered with care because the situa-

tional character of an institution may at one time be critical while at another time a presi-

dent may create the SiWation the', makes him successful. The ambiguity of "situation versus

the power of the person" is evident as one considers the contrast of these familiar quotations:

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars, But in ourselves . William Shakespeare

The race Es not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong . Ecclesiastes

In any event, when making a judgment concerning an administrator, the freedom and the

constraints the situation presents must be at least implicitly reviewed. Whe1i Kauffman states

that the presidential eearch "should be related to the institution-s own, often unique, circurn-

stances, probierns and opportunities," we must then implicidy infer that the tenUre and satis-

faction of and with the president will also rest on the -institution's own circumstances."

Expectations of the Adrninis and Ineeitution at Time of Appointment. During_

the evaluation process, the evaluators must learn vat the employer and the employed, e.g.,

he trustees and the president, deemed the colleue or university missioh to be at the time of

appointment It should be determined if mission and role were mutually understood or were

ambiguous) This is a necessary condition in evaluating whether or not the administrator has

iGuidelines for conditions of employment for college and university profeesors have recaMit been issued by

The American Association of State Colleges end universities. This report states: "It is innoortant that the conili hams under

which college end university presidents serve he known and understood partindarty by the presidents and governing

hoards.- (Italics oursl The report gems on to say that spas is partiouleiy important when we "recognize the rAin, pherionit

anon of systematic evaluation of presidential leadership.- The report continues, saying: "Few presidents of colleges and uni-

versities arve with a clearly stated contraCtval agreement," The point isthat the conditions of service and the eontractuel

agreement become a baseline for presidential evaluation: As a college, university, or a systern for higher education begins to
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total responsibility for the organization. Unfortunately, the situation is too often ambiguous

or one party or the other nes misunderstood. This type of situation has to be handled in the

evaluation.

It may be desirable at the time of evaluation of a president for a statement to be

prepared about the realities of the institution both over time and at a given time. Such a

statement might well include a discussion of the historal roots of the institution, its char-

acter (e.g., public-private, sectarian-nonsectarian), its service area, its resource base, and so

on. The same type off statement would probably be desirable for a subunit (e g., a college of

medicine), if the dean of such college were being evaluated.

Such a statement may be prepared by or for the ad hoc committee on evaluation and

be reviewed by the president, or the president may incorporate such a statement into his/her

self-evaluation. A similar type of statement only modestly modified should be part of the

record for other administrator evaluations. The preparation of such a statement can be

arranged by the president. Such a statement may illuminate a situation of this type: Faculty

and/or students may be critical of a president's first years of tenure for not "staying home"

but -spending too mueh time" in the state capital or in Washington. Yet, faculty or students

may find during the course of the evaluation that the board of trustees had explicitly directed

the president to establish such relations as his/her highest priority.

Specific issues at Time Ad inistra Hired. Such a statement of mission and role

requirements may be complemented by one stating specific issues or situations that existed

as an administrator -came on board" and to which he/she was charged to give explicit atten-

tion. Such items as the following may be illustrative: eliminate budget deficits, reorganize

formalize evaluation, the institution or system should provide for such a baseline. For example, in Pennsylvania, the ap-
pointment of the president of p state college or university He governor's appointment. The appointment is initiated by the
locel boerd of trustees; however, state boards, the commissioner for higher education, and the ',ornery of education heve
role responsibilities before the official oppointment in mede. Because of the complex interactions that lead to a president's
aPPOintment in Penmylvanites stal&owned collleges, it would seem best to formalize the procalon of appointment and to
drew up a contract specifying the conditions of appointment (expectations concerning =twice in office being a significant
part). For an incurribent oho has been evaluated, conditions for continuation in office should also be formalized and made
a matter of record.

It also seems appropriate to make this observetion: Remove of a president from office in the State Colleges and

Un em has been ruled to be a prerognive of the govenor without Iconsultation. specifically, without consult&
tion with the college's beard of trustees. Hence, it would seem diet a decisive evaluation, specifically when it involves dis-

1. tan only become operational by WI act of the governor. However, evaluation has a much broader reference than a
result of retention or dismissal. While iit should be clear to whom e preskient is eccountable, the formal evaluatiOn should be
effective in influenIing a variety of interections by a president with his staff, his board, and state bodies. If formal evalua-
tion of presidents &me other acedemic administrators is to be involvidend if removal is e posential consequence, a system
of emPloyltven security for academic admil in/raters. equivalent to tenure for faculty end civil service ralus for other aci-

istretore should be establisheri
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the governance of athletic activity, upgrade the faculty or student body, establish better

legislative relations, cultivate potential donors, or greatly expand library holdings.

Finally, as a preview to evaluation, it should beciarne clear to the ad hoc committee

who the primary and secondary constituencies are that an administrator needs to relate to.

These will shift as the committee thinks first of the president, then his/her vice presidents,

e.g., academic affairs, fiscal affairs, student activities, or planning and public relations, then

to deans of disciplinary schools and of professional schools, Thr constituencies help define

Hie freedoms and constraints under which administrators operate.

Locus of Authority for Evalu

The autho ity to conduct,a, riistrator evaluations reeds to be clear to all concerned.

When a board of trustees holds all the corporate power of a college or tniversity, it has final

authority for administrator evaluation. However, authority may be delegated. In this mono-

graph, it is proposed that just as the board of trustees holds final and specific authority for

the appointment of presidents, it assumes that authority for presidentW evaluation.

For administrators other than the president, it is proposed that final authority

for evaluations be held by the president. He/she may inform the boarl of trustees of his/her

authoritative evaluations, but the president should accept responsibility far them and should

also make the decision about how the evaluation is to be used.

Confusion may arise with public higher education systems where there Is ambiguity

about appointment and retention. In some systerna, a president is appointed by a superior

board only as a local board recommends it. (See footnote, page 14. ) It may not, however,

hold that the president can be removed only as a local board may recommend removal.2

It is the recommendation of this monograph that local boards accept full responsibil-

-ty for cyclical evaluations of presidents. The responsibility would include establishing the

frequency of administrator evaluations, as well as making the evaluation policy known to

those who will be evaluated and to the university community and other interested observers.

It is further recommended that final evaluation decisions for presidents when conducted in

Pennsylvania be transmitted by the local boards to the State College and University Directors

with a notice sent to the Secretary of Education.

2The locus of authority for appointment and dismissal in terms ae lure and de facto in the public colleges and
universities of the fifty states will be diverse- This monograph couches the rosoonsibility for appointment and evaluation as
being in the hands of a board of trustees and assumes appointing and dismissal power to be correlated. However, as use is
made of this monocyaph as a model and manual for presidential and other academic administrative evaluation, the authority
for making and using such evaluations must be explicitly determined and stated. Such an explic it statement regarding Penn-
sylvania's State Colleges and University is made in a footnote on p. 13.
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The evaluation of vice presidents, deans, provosts, directors, and others with corn-

parable titles should be the responsibility of the president or of a college or university off icer

delegated to accept the responsibility. However, final and definitive judgment regarding the

evaluation should be the president's.

Earlier in the monograph, it was recommended that the search committee model be

used in the evaluation process and that it be designated as an ad hoc evaluation committee.

The ad hoc evaluation committee can take several forms. While an evaluation committee and

a search con-imittee have somewhat different tasks, in either instance there is an "evaluation"

of a "person" in relationship to a specific "task." A search committee evaluates a person in

order to make a predictionthat is, to predict to what degree the evaluated person will in

future time perform a set of tasks in a fully satisfactory manner. An evaluation committee

assesses a given person in terms of performing a given set of tasks and makes a value judgment

about how well the person performed in time past. Where colleges and universities have stan-

dardized the composition and procedures of search committees, they may become the model

for evaluation committees, with any clearly recognized modifications that seem desirable.

The following rnodel is offered as one workable for evaluating presidents.

Composition of the Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee. The ad hoc committee for the

evaluation of presidents should have a membership of no less than eight, consisting of the

following:

1. Two members of the board of trustees to be selected by the board.

2. Two members of the senior administrative staff (deans, provosts, or vice presi-

dents) selected by the board of trustees from a list of four provided by the presi-

dent. The members shall be considered peer members.°

3. Two persons selected from the tenured faculty by the generally recognized faculty

organization and by methods of the organization's own choosing. If the college or

university has an academic senate, this body may be designated. If there is no

senate but there is a faculty union organization, this body may rneke the selection.

4. There shall be one student selected by the recognized student governance associa-

tion by methods of its own choosing.

Via perceptio
valid as thoSe

presidents may protest that other senior administrators are not their peers. II is the author's position that
presidential role, performance, character, and constraints held by vice priendents and deans are often as
president himself/herself and may thus be considered the president's peers.
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5. There shall be one alumnus or alumna selected by the alumni/alumnae association

by methods of its own choosing if such an association exists. If such an associa-
,

tion does not exist, the board of trustees shall make the Selection,

The board of trustees should, on its own authority, modify the above model by add-

ing members to achieve ethnic, racial, or sexual balance or to provide for other constituencies

that the board believes should be represented.

The chairperson of the ad hoc committee may be a trustee named by the board, or

the bOard may ask the ad hoc committee to choose its own chairperson. It is suggested that

the ad hoc evaluation committee membership be modified for all evaluations of academic

administrators other than the president as follows: The president should appoint three

persons from the administrator peer group and name one of these three persons as chair.

person. The faculty should be asked to name three persons to the committee. One student

and one alumnus/alumna should be named as stated above. The effect is that the board of

trustees will not be represented on the ad hoc committee, although the board will receive the

evaluation of the committee and of the president with such recommendations as the presi-

dent wishes to make.

Again, the board may desire to modify the above model and should do so to achieve

balance or otherwise to secure a committee that would seem to be most appropriate for a

given evaluation. This modification may involve naming one or more trustees to the corn-

rnittee.

Responsibilities of the Ad Hoc Evaluation Committee. The specific task of the ad
_

hoc evaluation committee is to prepare an assessment portfolio for a specific person being

evaluated. Each evaluation will require an ad hoc comrnittee selected to evaluate a particular

administrator. (The nature of the assessment portfolio is discussed on page 21 of this

monograph.)

The following procedure should be followed:

1. The "assessment portfolio- will be delivered to the president for all evaluations ex-

cept that of the president. It is assumed that each person evaluated is directly re-

sponsible to the president, e.g., vice presidents, deans, directors. Those evaluations

of persons not so responsible will be handled as exceptions. The president's port-

folio will go to the board of trustees.

2- The president will review each portfolio other than his/her own and prepare an

evaluation. In some circumstances he/she may delegate this responsibilitty, but the
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final responsibility for the evaluation resides in the president. He/she will review

the evaluation with the person being evaluated. He/she will transmit to the board

of trustees his/her evaluation for its information. He/she will retain the appraisal

portfolio in the college or university personnel file.

3. The board of trustees will review the president's portfolio, make an evaluation, and

review it with the president.

4. After the board of trustees' review with the president, the profile with its evakia-

tion should be forwarded to the chairperson of the State College and Universiiy

Directors with a copy to the Secretary of Education.

Role of Ad Hoc Committee Members. Each of the members of the ad hoc commit-

tee, as noted, will represent a constituency or other representative interests. It has to be rec-

ognized that each member is able to speak only from a limited perspective and thqn in refire-

sentative terms, i.e., students can hardly speak as representative of the faculty or the faculty

as representative of the administrative hierarchy. However, each of the members of the ad

hoc committee must assume personal responsibility for statements he/she makes. Each must

know that he/she can in no way express the diversifies of perceptions of judgments that a

given group will always contain. To maintain a responsible role in what, at best, can be per-

ceived as a paradoxical situation requires wisdom, courage, and tact from each person on

the committee. Each group of two or three represented on the ad hoc committee will prepare

its own statement. Each will attempt to convey what it believes the consensus or the variety

of points of view of its constituency to be, but it will be discreet in seeking this consensus or

these points of view. It will not poll or survey its membership or seek interviews with a ran-

dorn sample. Finally, each will make a statement that it believes to be a fair representation

and will make known its own point of view.

Roles of Each Constituent Group. We will now attempt to clarify in a preliminary

way the perspectives the representative groups bring to the evaluation and indicate what

each should or might contribute to the assessment portfolio.4

Trustees: The trustees have a special responsibility in the evaluation of the presidents.

As members of the ad hoc committee, they will have the responsibility to bring to the en-

tire committee membership understandings between the president and the board at the time

of initial appointment and subsequent to it. For example, the board may have stated to the

4 An even more complete deli ion of roles and reonsibiIities of committee iernbqs Wifi diuued in P V.



president that external relations (with the community, alumni/alumnae, and with govern-

mental bodies) should have high priority in his/her performance in a variety of roles. This

perspective may be unknown to other constituencies. Other general and special situations

that the board has agreed to or considered with the president should be known. The board

members should make their evaluations in terms of board interests, perspectives, and con-

cerns.

Peer Members: The peer members of an ad hoc committee bring different perspec-

tives. They see their fellow administrators in action more frequently than any other group.

They know the freedom and constraints imposed by the board, by the environment, by sig-

nificant others. They can see more of the "warts," but they can also empathize more than

others. They may well be comrades, displaying a fellowship of peers. They should not at-

tempt to escape from these interactions as they make their evaluations, but consider these

close interactions as opportunities to know better than others" what a given academic ad-

rnin istrator is doing and how well or how ill he is doing it.

Faculty: Faculty members carry the value system of the college or university; i.e.,

they are the institution in terms of performance, values, interactions, meaning, significance,

and, in the end, they satisfy that crass word, productivity. While faculty can on occasion

be insensitive, even cruel, they must tell it as they perceive it regarding academic administra-

tors: If an administration or administrator is brilliant, let the faculty say so; if shabby, let

therti report it in the same fashion. They should be guided by their professionalism, and by

their professional or disciplinary perspectives and commitments. They should be forthright,

open, and, if necessary, courageous in making their evaluations.

Students: The students, more than the other groups represented, are in many re-

spects unique. They are here today and gone tomorrow. They have little sense of history and

are often indifferent to college or university tasks other than those of the faculty serving the

students as instructors. Yet students are everywhere about the institution; they expect it to

command and deserve their loyalties now and after graduation. The college or university will

he to them, alma meter. While their evaluations inevitably will be limited by their own

limitations, the perspectives they will bring to the assessment portfolio will be significant

and useful.

The Alumni: The alumni/alumne, as f rrner students, perhaps have a greater sensitiv-

ity to human fallibility than current students. Their judgments will probably be more tem.

;wed by the passage of time and the perspectives brought on by added experience, maturing,



and aging. Their contribution to the evaluation will be complementary to that of students

and useful in what will normally be its tempering effect.

Responsibilities of Boards of Trustees and Presidents

As indicated above, the board of trustees will receive the portfolio and evaluation of

the president. The president will receive the evaluation and portfolio of other academic

administrators. Each should acknowledge receipt of the evaluation and then dismiss the

committee with thanks. Their work is over. There is one exception: after studying the

evaluation, the board or the president may wish to meet with the ad hoc committee for

clarification or for a more analytical discussion of the assessment portfolio and the summary

evaluation. This meeting together should not be deemed irregular,

After receiving the evaluations and entering into a discussion or clarification with

the committee, as is deemed desirable, the trustees or the president, as the case may be, should

prepare a final and definitive evaluation. This evaluation should not be lengthy; but it should

eveal strengths and limitations, make an overall estimate of administrative performance, and,

if suitable, make suggestions such as a shift in style, better utilization of time, or other su

gestions for change.

The trustees should review with the president the substance of the assessment port-

foli , the committee's evaluation, and the board's definitive evaluation. In some instances,

this discussion will be proformaeven congratulatory. In others, it can be prolonged, in

depth, even vere and traumatic. The governing principles should be respect for human dig-

nity and th welfare of the college and universi

The president should conduct a similar review with each of his/her evaluated aca-

demic administrators. It should represent the same processes and concerns jusediscussed.

As noted before, the board will send a report of the presidential evaluation to the

chairperson of the State Colleges and University Board of Directors with a copy to the

Secretary of Education. This report will normally be a statement of the conditions and

nature of the evaluation, the substance of the portfolio (but not the portfolio itself), the

committee's evaluation, and the definitive evaluation. There should be a letter of transmittal.

The president will send a copy of his/her evaluation of evaluated academic administrators to

the members of the board of trustees. This report will probably not be as inclusive as the

port made by the trustees to the State Colleges and Univeksity Board. Such reports should

be viewed as a part of the activities of the president in being accountable for his/her custodial

role as president.
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The Assessment Portfolio

The assessment portfolio begins with the president sor other administratesself-

evaluation, which may be accompanied by a statement concerning the development and

current status of the institution or appropriate subunit. The assessment portfolio then in-

corporates statements of the groups represented on the ad hoc committee. Finally, the port-

folio should contain a statement that is a summing up and represents the committee's con-

sensual judgment concerning the administrator being evaluated. Dissenting or minority state-

ments should be included if requested by a dissenter or a minority. The assessment is de-

scriptive, analytic and evaluative, or judgmental. However, it does not represent a final or

definitive evaluation. As noted earlier, this definitive evaluation is to be made by the board

for presidential evaluations and by the president for all others, except where the president

makes an exception.

The assessment portfolio need have no standard format. Criteria to assist evaluators

in making their statements will be presented in Part IV. Some evaluators will prefer to use

checklists and similar forms. They will seek objectivity. Others may write extended analytical

essays and will not fear to be personal, qualitative, or even sentimental. All evaluators should

remember that their observations will be but part of a whole and will be tempered,

strengthened, or even negated by evaluations of others. Truth and reality have many

dimensions and the evaluation inevitably should be multidimensional. The total evaluation

will be value-oriented and judgmental. It should also be descriptive and have face valid-

y, i.e., it should in large measure articulate what is generally not articulated but gen-

erally known. It should reflect an attitude of fairness, responsibility, and concern. It

should not be prepared in haste or out of personal rancor or out of the narrow issues or

problems of the day. It should be worthy in terms of the individual being judged and of the

bodies making the judgments,

Due Process in Administrative Evaluations

The evaluation of administrat rs is an act of accountablilty in harmony with current

trends. Due process is another and complementary act of accountability. As a board of

trustees and a president commit themselves to evaluation, it is essential that those who will

be affected know the process. This monograph provides a process. If a board or president
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uses it as it is, all should be able to know and understand the process. As the process pre-

sented in this monograph is modified by a board or president, the nature of the modifica-

tions should be made known.

However, a part of the process, the right of review or the use of an appeals process,

has not yet been discussed. It has been assumed and stated that with presidential review,

there will be an interaction between the president and the board at which the character and

findings of the review will be discussed. This discussion itself can be used as a review mech-

anism if the president asks for it and the board agrees. Should there be no meeting of minds

by the president and board, it is suggested that the president have the right of appeal to

either the State College and University Board of Directors or to the Secretary of Education.

In any instance, each (SCUD and the Secretary) should formulate and agree upon a procedure

by which appeals can be made or filed and appropriately handled. This procedure should be-

come public knowledge.

Other academic administrators should have the right to ask for a review or to fiJe an

appeal regarding an evaluation. Again it is assumed that in each instance of evaluation, there

will have been an interaction between the person evaluated and the president at which the

process and findings of the evaluation were discussed. Should the discussion or findings prove

unsatisfactory to the one evaluated, he/she should have the opportunity to ask for a further

review or to file an appeal. It is suggested that the president and the board have a process for

conducting a review or hearing an appeal and rendering a decision. If the institution does not

have a process, the following is suggested as a model: The board shall name two of its

members and the president shall name a peer administrator who shall constitute a revtew

and appeals board or committee for academic administrators other than the president who

have undergone evaluation. This board may hold such hearings or arrange interviews with

such persons as it desires. It shall hear the person aggrieved who may offer to the board

materials in writing and bring to the interview with the board counsel of his/her choice. The

review board shall prepare a written finding and make copies available to the person ag-

grieved, the president, and the board of trustees.

The president and the board of trustees will make a final disposition of a review or

appeal based on recommendations of a review or appeals board or committee and legal con-

straints.
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PART IV CONDUCTING THE EVALUATION: CONDITIONS AND CRITERIA

Up to this point, we have attempted to validate academic administrator review in

terms of its uses. We have also outlined a process. We have defined the roles of constituent

groups that may be represented on an ad lioc evaluation committee. We have not yet, how-

ever, discussed criteria that evaluators should or can be aware ofcriteria that illuminate an

area of administrative responsibility; that provide indicators of performance; that help to

define, describe, or measure performance.

In this monograph, we do not propose to review theories of measurement or the

means of establishing validity and reliability as critical elements of evaluation, although these

are matters of fundamental importance. We do know enough to say that criteria signifying

failure or success in administration are imperfectly expressed, are not amenable to universal

agreernent as to their utility, nor do they lend thernrrelves to measurement and quantification

on any of the ways that will win acceptance or generally please the many students of

measurement and quantification of human characteristics or behavior.

On the other hand, those who work in or study the academic world do have a con-

siderable experience; they have set forth many elements relevant to judgments of success or

failure in administrative roles, and they have an empirical wisdom. It is in this sense of ex-

perience, of pragmatic considerations, of the wisdom and insight that wins the approval of

those who are experienced and who have an intuitive sense of the rightness or wrongness of

administrative acts, that we do move now to the discussion of criteria and the frame of

reference out of which judgments can be made.

Let us first discuss elements of a frame of reference that will indicate the relevance

of some criteria and irrelevance of others as they relate both to general and specific

evaluations.

Complex Role and Environment of Presidential Functioning

The competencies that a president must demonstrate over time are multifaceted,

overlapping, and often contradictory. For example, a given situation may require boldness of

a president while another of no less significance and congruent in time with the first may call

for extreme caution. To say that a president must on occasion be bold is a valid statement.

To say that a president must on occasion be cautious is also valid. The consequence is that

there is no way to identify a few qualities, characteristics, habit patterns, competencies, or
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performances that will permit a val d evaluation. As one considers the role performance of

ademic administrators other than the president, there may be a narrowing or valid delimit-

ing of essential or desirable attributes. It is, however, reasonable to suggest that all of aca-

demic administration requires a complex of talents or attributes.

Likewise, the situation in which an academic administrator operates is, in almost all

instances, an environment of complexity rather than simplicity. Not only ptesidents but vice

presidents, deans, and other administrators deal with numbers of human beings, perhaps

hundreds and even thousands of persons and a variety of constituenciesfellow administra-

tors; faculty representing a variety of disciplines and modes of thought and action; stu-

dents who are bright, who are dull, and who are mediocre; alumni/alumnae who are much

the same; bureaucrats within the institution who are essential to its maintenance but who

have narrow perspectives or limited conceptions of their roles; and extrainstitutional con-

stituencies such as governmental offcials, members of professional associations, accredita-

tion teams, state boards of education, other state agencies, suite legislatures and governors,

and federal officials who monitor higher education or make grants of money, and so on.

Finally, the college or university is an organization that, if it is not unique, is repre-

sentative of a very small class that is not to be perceived, or judged, or managed in terms of

conditions normally operating in the worlds of business and industry. We will make no at-

tempt here to be definitive about the nature of colleges and universities as organizations, but

we will be suggestive and thus hope to indicate the varieties of talents academic administrators

seem to need,

Universities are among the most complex of all institutions, exceeded in complexity

only by governments and military establishments. Business and industries may be larger

but they are seldom as complex. Universities are teaching institutions but also research and

service institutions. They form a system in which thousands of persons of relatively auton-

omous or independent status are massively interactive. They house and feed thousands of

students daily; they minister to their health needs; they satisfy their recreational needs. They

conduct sports activities that are mass entertainment. They purchase almost all purchasable

items that one can namee,g., scientific apparatus of every type, thousands of drugs for a

school of pharmacy, and computers of the most sophisticated design. They maintain a police

force. They park thousands of cars daily. They manage and control funds that are in the

tens and hundreds of millions; in at least one institution, these funds exceed a billion dollars.

As inventoried earlier, they educate practically all of the nation's professional work force--

physicians, dentists, nurses, pharmacists, attorneys, teachers, engineers, librarians, geneticists,

chemists, psychologists, planners, architects, accountants, managers, journalists, statisticians,
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horticulturists, artists, and musicians. This list is by no means complete or detinitive. They

not only educate these persons, they often certify their competency. And these exceedingly

complex institutions must be managed.

Colleges and universities involve a work force of the most intelligent or talented and

best educated of human beings. These persons, the faculties of the nation's colleges and uni-

versities, enjoy freedoms known to few others in our society, Le., they are autonomous pro-

fessionals. They claim and receive a considerable participation in the governance (manage-

ment) of colleges and universities No other organizations except a few professionally satu-

rated and labor intensve organizations have such a complex management system in which

the workers have a nigh degree of self-governance and policy control.

Finally, colleges and universities operate in the public interest in a very special way.

They provide the nation talented human resources, they are the chief knowledge producers,

and they are one of but a few institutions that serve as the nation's conscience and the na-

tion's critic. In These terms, colleges and universitie.; are accountable in ways that are faced

by only a few other institutions with similar roles.

The organization per se of colleges and universities differs significantly in several

ways from business and similar organizations. The heart of the college or university, the

faculty, operating as teachers or researchers through schools or colleges is not a bureaucratic

structure in normally defined terms. Hierarchical structures are minimal; individuals (mem-

bers) have high autonomy; authority for many decisions made by faculties as individuals and

groups is a final authority; relationships of hierarchical authoritydeans, vice presidents, and

presidentsare such that "supervision- is minimal or nominal, and authority is frequently

shared; the power of the faculty is considerable and is real; mechanisms for faculty through

which they exercise authority, as in senates, are technically crude; and participation in the

autho ity structures is fluid.

This statement should be enough to establish the uniqueness of the college or uni-

versity administrative task. Among the descriptors that conventional wisdom applies to the

academic administrator are: ability to deal with people; to communicate to them and earn

their goodwill; economic responsibility in the use of institutional resources; political sophis-

tication; considerable managerial skill; intelligence and presumed scholarly talents; ability to

judge well the qualities of others; skill in establishing extramural relationships; good health

and abundant energy; ability to write and speak; ability to mediate conflict; and ability to

see ahead and plan for the future. The list could be extended almost without limits in terms

of "good" qualities.
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The moral of the discussion of the institutional complexity and of multiple adminis-

trative roles and competencies is that an ev6luator of administrators needs to perceive the

many facets that elicit judgmeuts. Evaluation is not a simplistic exercise. It deals with mul-

tiple criteria and judgments that are qualitative and value laden.

Some Dicta and Caveats

Certain assumptions or presuppositions seem to be called for and accepted as given

as we strive to produce an effective evaluation system. These items would seem to be relevam.

1. An appraisal system must nev.-..1 fail of dignity and confidentiality. While at times

evaluations can lead t3 unpleasant consequences, those involved must have re-

spect for the process and the persons involved. Embarrassment is to be avoided.

The process should have no place for cynicism, punishment, or vindictiveness. The

activity should be low-keyed. Supervision of the process must be carried out by

persons of the highest integrity, by those who have earned the respect of others.

Human feelings and sensibilities are involved, and all activity should be sensitive

to these concerns.

2. The nature of the human conditionthat all of us are flawedshould be under-

stood by all. Perfection as an ideal may be entertained; but it is best for those in-

volved in evaluation, particularly those who evaluate the evaluation and deal

directly with the evaluated administrator, to understand human limitationthat

all of us err, that understanding of potential human response is essential, and that

all evaluation inherently involves cHticism. It requires courage to deal with

criticism, either as one who criticizes or as one who is criticized. Sensitivity is the

order of the day in evaluation.

3. A person evaluated has a "right to know- how he/she was evaluated,criteria in-

volved, and how he/she rated.

4. Evaluation involves so many variables and so many that are qualitative, subtle, and

complex that an evaluation does not produce a simple document; a checklist of

modest length, or a score, ratio, quotient, or other quantified, simplistic measure.

5. Perhaps the best conception of the outcome is that there will be an evaluation pro-

file or, even better, an evaluation portfolio.

6. The profile or portfolio may be reduced by evaluators of the evaluation to a

modest paragraph or page, but it should always be realized that this kind of re-

duction becomes a generalization or even an abstraction.
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Further Cveats

Evaluations or asassments are multifaceted. The statements made below reveal this.

In some areas, thc securing of relevant data is not difficult; in other areas it is almost im-

possible. For (Ample, we will note later that in the academic world production criteria are

almost impossible to evaluate on a short-run schedule. All of the areas named below have

some relevancy. The weightings to be given are often difficult. On occasion, "one flaw" may

outweigh a preponderance of favorable evaluations. On other occasions, one great strength

may more than compensate for unfavorable evaluations elsewhere.

Recognition of a second cordition is fundamental. The same qualities or assessments

may b e nearly ideal in one time or place and quite inappropriate in another time or place.

Valid evaluations can only be such as they are related to specific tasks at specific times, Fri a

specific place.

We all have known persons with qualities to be an excellent "I iumber Two Person"

in an organization but not "Humber One." The reverse is true. Qualities that made a good

dean may handicap a person as president; e.g., a person who loves to work in areas of curricu.

kim and instruction can be quite unhappy, frustrated, even ineffective operating as a presi-

dent. Qualities of aggressiveness, hard work, long hours, impatience, and high attention to

detail may be "just right" in some spots and "most handicapping" in others.

While the statements just made may seem to be truisms, they are often overlooked in

eval uating evaluations.

Criteria for Evaluaton

Let us now record a list of criteria that would seem valid to use in judging academic

administrators and that would seem to be relatively inclusive or complete. Following the

listing, an interpretation of each will be made, its significance in the total evaluation process

will be noted, and certain caveats in the use of the criteria will be stated. The classes of

criteria are as follows:

1. Criteria related to education and training

2. Criteria related to experience

3. Criteria related to organizational production

4. Criteria related to organizational' efficiency

Criteria related to performance as an academic leader

6. Criteria related to performance as an academic manager
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7. Criteria related to personality, health, energy, persona ralues and admini

live style

Criteria of educational statesmanship

Criteria related to astuteness and sophistication in such affairs as are political,

economic, social, and involving interactions with persons on and off campus

10. Criteria that would seem to be related to institut;ono3 uniqueness or special in-

stitutional attributes

11. Criteria, if satisfied, that counterbalance weaknesses esewhere

12. Criteria that, if not satisfied, guarantee failure

Education and Experience. Criteria related to education or training and experience

would s-..em more valid to a search process than to performance or current status as an ad-

ministrator. After a person holds an academic administrative position, evaluators will give

more attention to "on-the-job- displays of performance, character, and so on. Hence, these

criteria will not have a significant place in the list of criteria against which academic admin-

istrative performance is judged.

Productivity and Efficiency. Criteria of productivity and efficiency would seem on

first consideration to be extremely important. Evaluation of administrators in the business

and industrial world, in the management of athletic teams, and in some other occupational

groups give great weight to productivity and efficiency criteria. However, their use n judging

academic administrators has grave limitations.

Colleges and universities and their academic administration can be evaluated at best

in terms of productivity and efficiency only in elementary terms. Other criteria frequently

take precedencemorale, spirit, creativity, loyalty, spectacular success in a single sphere of

effort, deferred satisfactions not measured in terms of months or a few years, and so on.

Productivity in colleges and universities often can be only crudely quantified and

quality is often not ascertainable except over extended periods of time, often as long as

even 50 or more years. If one counts number of degrees, :Audent credit hours generated,

number of dropouts, journal articles or books published, or costs per student, much addi-

tional information is required before one knows whether or not the "countings" have any

validity; in some respecti, the validity may be nonexistent or highly ambiguous.

Likewise, evaluations of presumed efficiency standards are treacherous to interpret,

even by the wisest of informed persons. Is a system with high admissions standwds and low

dropout rates presumed to be better in terms of efficiency standards than one with open ad-
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missions and higher dropout rates? Ore does not dare to say "Yes" except as much, much

more information is available, and then not always with certainty. Much more, of course,

can be said as an interpretation of this idea.

Finally, relating such measures of productivity and efficiency of colleges and uni-

versit es as organizations as may be valid to the performance of academic administrators of a

given time is, at hest, hazardous. The quality of a faculty recruited by a de,,n may not be

clearly evident until some years after the initial acts. This is particularly true if the deal has

been a bold, courageous, and risk-taking recruiter rather than a recruiter of a "safe" s,aff.

Practices presumably developed and made operational in terms of efficiency may be dis-

covered over time actually to be counterproductive. For example, Conant once wrote that

th search committee" idea for recruitment of faculty and administrators assured uniformly

good appointments but seldom brilliant ones. Only time alone will reveal an aberration.

The consequences of the above statements as they have validity lead to the conclu-

sion that evaluation of academic administrators must be designed in other terms than their

presumed productivity or efficiency in the college or university. That is, there are few

criteria available in colleges and universities comparable to those in the business and indus-

trial world, e.g., sales made in units of time, items of a given quality processed in a

given time, reduction in process time (efficiency) resulting from modernization, and

o on.

Performance Criteria. Ferlormance criteria are at the heart of academic administrator

evaluation. Obviously, productivity and efficiency are important indicators of performance.

But we have just said that these indicators are not particularly useful in academic evaluations.

We must treat performance criteria in some other way. It is recommended in this monograph

that performance criteria be satisfied by evaluation under three categories. They are: (1) per-

formance that demonstrates or otherwise is indicative of leadership; (2) performance indica

tive of managerial skills; and (3) performance specifically related to work habits, interactions

with others, and patterns of response in a variety of situations related to administrative de-

mands.

Leadership. Criteria related to leadership produce a complex of interactions and

activities. Leadership per se is activity of a particular kind and has as its essence preserving,

maintaining, interpreting, and enhancing the worth of the college or university as an institu-
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tionthat 5, an organization infused with value) An academic leader must interact with a

broad spectrum of nersons who have an -interest in" a specific college or university. They

include faculties, other administrators, trustees, students and alumni, and persons in the

community, the state, and the nation. Much of a president's time is devoted to activities that

either directly or indirectly seek to enhance the image Or prestige of the college or university

or to establish an environment in which the college or university can thrive. The evaluation

process should bring forth the dimensions of the administrator's activity related to his/her

leadership role and also attach value judgments to the administrator's activity.

Management. Criteria related to an administrator s managerial role relate to an ad-

ministrator's skill in such areas as budget preparation and control; personnel management,

involving such aspects as recruitment skill; judging the performance of others; negotiating

faculty union contracts; being sensitive to organization forms and their consequences and re-

orgimizing as it seems indicated; and sensitivity to the operations and use of resources by sup-

port systems, e.g., the library or building maintenance. The role of adm5nistrators, presidents,

or others, as "managers- of students in all their interactions can be of utmost importance in

judging the success or lack of success of administrators.

Personal Performance. A third dimension of performance relates to such matters as

the following: how well does the administrator use his/her time? Is he/she prompt in his/her

responses when demands are made? Is he/she visible or reclusive? Is the administrator

competent in his/her communication activities? Can he/she manage conflict? Does the ad-

ministrator comprehend the breadth of activities he/she is engaged in and the judgments that

are being made of his/her performances in relation to a broad spectrum of constituencies?

Personal Qualities. Criteria of personality, personal values, presence, or administrative

style, health, and energy are often critical in evaluations. The significance of these criteria is

almost a given in evaluation; in fact, they often receive the bulk of attention of evaluations

particularly at the executive level in business and industry as well as in education. In some-

what technical or conceptual terms, we are involved in evaluating the effects of the ".sociali-

zation" that an academic administrator has received. In fact, we say about the administrator:

"Does he/she look like an administrator? Does he/she talk like one? What are his/her values?

1Philip Seiznick, Leader sip in Admint, _ (New York: 1957). pp. 62-64. The key leadership tasks as set
forth by $elznick include the definition of institutional mission and rule, the institutional embodiment of purpot.e, the

defense of institutional integrity, and the ordering of internal conflict.
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What does he/she stand for? Is his/her health cood? Will he/she support academic freedom?

Will this administrator respect faculty values? Does he/she have a high energy quotient and

health that is not handicapping?"

Subsystems of criteria in this realm could also incIude the following: (1) integrity;

(2) good will; (3) health and energy; (4) sympathy for and understanding of peoplewith

their troubles, sorrows, flaws, and joys; (5) openness and candor; and (6) intelligence. Many

additional dimensions or facets can be identified.

Educational Statesmanship, The statesmanship criterion may be subsumed under

other criteria just described, particularly personal values and presence. Statesmanship also

relates to other criteria to come, e.g., political astuteness and economic and fiscal sophistica-

tion. Some might say that educational statesmanship represents the "highest value- in p-

praising a college president. But we list here certain items that could elicit judgments in an

evaluation that seem relevant to statesmanship.

1. Is the president committed to the values of the life of the mind, the value of the

examined life, the essentiality of academic freedom, the recognition of the need

for autonomy for the scholar-researcher, respect for higher education as good in

and of itself, and to the fundamental character of higher education as an institu-

tion that is a preserver and critic of western culture?

2. Does the president have personal courage in the face of adversity, conflict, or un-

pleasantness?

3. Is the president temperate in nature, not overly given to fault finding, open in his/

her interactions with associates at all levels, considered to be fair and evenhanded

in his/her dealing with people?

4. Does the president keep abreast of problems, obligations, and issues, including na-

tional issues? Does he/she face up to problems and issues when they arise? Does

the administrator deal constructively with crises, seek consultation, and accept

advice?

5. Is the president known as a person of complete int ity?

Political and Fiscal Astu eness. Some persons have said that all educational decisions

are in the end political decisions. Academic administrators have to be alert to the political

effects of institutional decisions, both internal and external. Examples that test political

astuteness are of this order: methods of handling student aggression, consequences of a

deficit, interpretation of athletic policy, support given an academic senate, rules concerning
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alcohol on the campus or the dispensing of contraceptive inforri ation and devices by the

student health service. The interests of the variety of constituencies of a college or university

are not homogeneous; in fact, they are often in conflict. In the current milieu, decisions of an

economic or fiscal character constantly are being made. Projections or alternative decisions

can be critical to institutional well-being. Decisions in this 4c-ea are also often of concern to

many. Exampies are of the following type: Shall a deficit be budgeted? How are merit in-

creases to be handled? How should surplus funds in auxiliary enterprise accounts be invested,

if at all? How can -soft money- be handled with minimum hazards to institutional stability?

Should the institution grant honorary degrees?

The academic administrator will understand these types of situations and be aware

that decisions that please one constituency may offend others. The academic administrator

constantly is being tested and evaluated by those within the institution and by those without

o determine how he/she handles conflicting demands.

Administrative Style. Most students of administration recognize the concept of

administrative style. What is implied is that operations of a given administrator take on a

characteristic of wholeness that can be characterized by just a few words, e.g., authoritarian

and demanding, low-keyed and permissive, aggrev-ive and dominating. In and of itself style

may have little significance. On the other hand, a given style may be essential in a given in-

stitution, e.g., Reed College seems unable to tolerate an administrator who is in the least

authoritarian. Cohen and March, in their volume, Leadership and Ambiguity, discuss per-

formance of presidents associated with certain metaphors. This concept will be dealt with

in Exhibit 6, but let us here affirm that criteria of style can be developed that deal with such

characteristics as authoritarian, democratic, judicial, conciliating, and so on. The point is that

style may be an important element of success or failure as a college is unionized, as the ad-

versities of inflation and unemployment bear heavily on an institution, or as emotions rise

when minority groups become aggressive or politicians infringe on institutional autonomy

and academic freedom.

Unique Criteria

It has been noted in Burton Clark's The Distinctive college, for example, that on

occasion a president will have a special quality and a special vision that force circumstances

to conform to his/her will and thus he/she dominates an institution. Such a person, as presi-

dent, may be evaluated in terms we have just outhned, but such an evaluation is in a sense
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irrelevant because of the overriding power of a president to seem to make the institution

his/her own The word -charisma- has been used to describe or define such persons_ Charisma

denotes and connotes powere beyond the norm and powers that define the evaluation

without reference to norms. Such as Clark notes, were Foster, who founded Reed College;

Morgan, who formed the Antioch which has been distinctive for more than half a century;

and Aydolotte, who remade Swarthmore. These individuals were of such power and uncon-

ventionality that a traditional or normative evaluation would miss the point. While such

persons as just named are unique as leaders, such qualities as they possessed may show up in

lesser degrees in the person of lesser presidents and should be recorded as part of an evalua-

tion. Such qualities as superb oratory; capacity to attract large sums of money to a college or

university; skill in being perceived as a beneficent, almost flawless person to students; or in-

spiration beyond the norm in motivating and guiding others are of the character we are call-

ing attention to. If such a situation surrounds a president or other academic adminiatrators,

it must be part of the evaluation. These qualities are not confined to presidents. Liberty Hyde

Bailey, who was dean of the college of agriculture at Cornell University from 1903 to 1913,

appeared to many of his constituencies to be a person who could do no wrong. He led his

college to a status of such prestige that he was more powerful than presidents, and his college

was unrivaled in its quality.

It also must be recognized that certain characteristics may be fatal to success and

demand an unfavorable evaluation despite other qualities highly esteemed. Such characteris-

tics, if successfully concealed, may not be influential but, if known, make tenure hazardous

or impossible. They are normally flaws of character-moral lapses or failure in financial

integrity-but they may also be perceived as complete ineptness in, for example, a managerial

role, misplaced trust in others, or an incapacity to delegate to others until a situation assumes

pathological characteristics. An evaluation committee should be sensitive to the occasions

when the administrator possesses a -fatal flaw."

The Criteria Situation-A Summing Up

We frequently have inferred that each evaluation is a unique event. It is thus to be

acknowledged that each evaluation should be based on criteria relative to that evaluation. We

have just discussed charismatic figures and also conditions where a "fatal flaw" is present.

But neither set of criteria will be relevant to most evaluations. The ad hoc committee should

review the categories of criteria deliberately as an evaluation gets under way and should de-

termine which are criteria of high relevance and low relevance and thus direct their evalua-

tions.
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it constantly should be noted that evaluations almost always involve qualitative

judgments. For example, it may be noted that a given administrator rarely if ever attends in-

stitutional social affairs, a quantitative judgment largely, but concluded that this state has no

bearing on the admilistrator's performance, a qualitative judgment. Evaluation committees

should not be fearful in making or recording qualitative judgments.

When considering the varieties of criteria, one should recognize that performance

criteria carry a special power. Other criteria should not be downgraded; yet the old saying,

"Judge me by what I do, not what I say," has to be respected. Performance criteria must be

heavily weighted in an overall judgment.

The application of the criteria to a given situation requires sophistication of an evalu-

ation committee. Such sophistication involves general understandings of colleges and univer-

sities, of the diversity of administrative roles, of the subtleties involved in superior versus

modest performances, and in the nature of special cases. The sophisticated person has a

sense of institutional history, traditions, even mythologies. The sophisticated person knows

that strength can be weakness and vice versa, that expenditure of great energy or of long

working hours may represent weakness rather than strength, and, finally, that all human

beings are flawed and should be understood and judged as such.

Evaluation of administrators requires the application of multifaceted criteria, the

willingness to make value judgments, and the courage to put institutional valn.es on a level

with personal commitments.
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PART V: GUIDELINES FOR APPRAISA S

The variety of interests that may well be represented on an ad hoc evaluation com-

mittee have been noted. A modest statement concerning the contribution each can make to

the evaluation has been noted. This section will extend these statements and will, in essence,

lay out the format of the document the committee will preparethe assessment portfolio.

The general format of the portfolio will be as follows:

1. There will be an introductory statement specifying the person and role being

evaluated. This statement should review the general frame of reference out of

which the administrator serves: institutional or educational unit history, role ex-

pectations and position requirements, special factors operating in regard to the

position or pertinent place during a given time span, the dimensions of the unit

served, and special features relating to that unit.

2. The person being evaluated will present a personal analysis or self-evaluation. This

statement will be described in greater detail in Exhibit 1.

3. Each of the constituencies on the committee will make its statement and the

statements shall be attributed to the constituencies. These include: (1) trustees,

(2) peer administrators, (3) faculty, (4) students, (5) alumni, and (6) such others

as the board may name to the committee.

4. The committee's consensus statement with dissents or minority positions, if any.

item 1: Introduc ory Statement

We already have spoken sufficiently about this item on pages 13 and 14.

Item 2: Administrato Self-Evaluation

The academic administrator's self-evalua ion should not be written to any particular

formula or outline. It should reflect the administrator's perceptions, personality, and personal

style. Exhibit I includes an outline for this statement that will serve as a norm for the self-

evaluation, but the outline need not be followed with any great precision. The administrator

may or may not choose to have his/her appraisal seen by anyone except members of the com-

mittee. It need not be a voluminous document, probably no less than 10 typed pages, nor

more than 25. It w;II relate the administrator's service to the situation at time of appointment;

expectations of others; and of the problems or opportunities that developed over the time
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span of the administration; special situations or aspects of the rote that were present or that

developed; aspirations, successes, and less than successful undertakings; and unfinished

business. Finally, it will include a summary statement of hindsight, foresight, and current

status of administrative activity. It contains, in other words, those items described in Part I,

"The Frame of Reference for Evaluation."

Ite Responsibilities of Constituent Members of the Evaluation Committee

The Board of Trustees. The representatives of the board should deal with larger

issues, e.g., fiscal management, community and statewide relations, and leadership provided

to the board. They should focus on such broad characteristics or qualities as statesmanship,

political astuteness, boldness, courage, flexibility, and their opposites. The board representa-

tives should note, from their perspective, special strengths and limitations. There should be a

summary. (This role of trustees is restricted to presidential evaluations.)

Peer administrators will have special perspectives largely derived from more intimate

and day-to-day interactions than are possible for other constituencies. They will be able to

comment on administrator handling of management realitiesfiscal, planning, staff selection

and supervision, delegation of tasks, and so on. They should be able to comment on relation-

ships with various constituencies both internal and external to the institution. They should

speak to the item: the president as a person when evaluating the president. They can also

comment in like manner regarding other administrators. Again, there should be a summing

up.

The Faculty. The members of the faculty are perhaps the quickest to criticize and

the last to praise, but their perspectives on presidents and other administrators must be

known if a proper evaluation is to occur. The faculty has little time for a president in

particular and administrators in general who have not in one way or another been successful

in faculty roles. They want understanding; and, though they feel that understanding is not

always insured if administrators have been one of them, they think it is least apt to

occur when they have not. Hence, understanding that an administrator has published re-

search reports or other scholarly works and has had some notice of his work is expected by

the faculty. This understanding becomes operational when the president or other adminis-

trators not only acknowledge the wisdom of faculty participation in college or university

governance but actually seek out and foster such participation.

Secondly, faculty expect the president and other academic adminis raters to

speak out when academic freedom is threatened or breached. Academic administrators are

expected to be pragmatists in interactions with the press and agents of other media, with
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governors and legislatures, with trustees, and with professional, business, and industrial

leaders. But faculty members expect presidents to support basic research, to support the

humanities and the fine arts as well as the sciences or social sciences with their seemingly

more applicable research and instruction, and to be more than understanding of the variety

of lifestyles of facultiesbe they artists, scholars, bohemians, ahans, the financially impru-

dent, those who are permissive about social deviations, or deviants themselves. They

expect presidents and other academic administrators to respect tenure and due process and

be enlightened concerning faculty ridhts and responsibilities.

Faculty expect academic administrators to be more than adequate spokespersons

and interpreters concerning faculty values and commitments and the meaning of higher

education to trustees, to students, to extrainstitutional bodies, and to the faculty them-

selves. The faculty want to be "in-the-know" concerning legislative behavior, budget balances

and imbalances, and trustee concerns.

Faculty want presidents and academic administrators to represent in their own

person, college and university valuesscholarliness, refinement, and statesmanship. They

want him/her to be energetic, prudent, hard working, candid, open, and available.

It is to these concerns that faculty members of an evaluation committee should ad-

dress themselves. It has been said that faculties possess an infinite capacity for sabotage, and

so they do. Hence, faculty on evaluation committees should be scrupulous to tell it just as

they see it, fairly and conscientiously, but with courage when needed.

The faculty perspective should be a faculty perspective, not an attempt to be a uni-

versal judge and evaluator. It should be balanced, descriptive, evaluative, and, in the end, serve

the total institution and all its people.

Students. Students' participation in a variety of college and university governance

areas and in evaluation of academic administrators should be welcomed. But such participa-

tion can be perplexing. At times, it appears that students simply are being coopted, or conned

that their contributions are really insignificant and unimportant. At other times, students

seem to be overwhelmingly ignorant or uninformed and naive, sometimes cruel, arrogant, or

even positively dangerous to the well-being of the institution. The only proper basis of using

students in evaluation situations is to believe their contributions are normally constructive.

But students so involved should recognize their limited perspective and understanding, that

they do not carry the burden of judgment completely, and that presidents and other admin-

istrators have interests to attend to that are competing with student interest. On balance,

student evaluations should be valid and helpful. Their contributions can have a freshness
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and spontaneity and the wisdom of relative innocence that can balance the e ingly

sophisticated observations and judgments of the more mature.

Item 4: Final Responsibilities of the Committee as a Whole

The completed assessment profile should be a completely balanced document inas-

much as it must represent the variety of interests that care about the college or university.

It must not let any feature of the evaluation be overdone or dominate the profile unless that

result is judged proper. While the evaluations of the various evaluations are discreet, they

should appear to be a wholecompletely representafive of a comprehensive evaluation.

There is a need for a summing-up statement. This statementcan introduce the evalua-

tion document or conclude it. The evaluators should strive to make a consensus statement,

but conflicting evaluations should not be covered up. Minority opinion, either favorable or

unfavorable to the person being evaluated, should be revealed. But it should be a firm state-

ment, not equivocal, not readily given to being misunderstood or misinterpreted. In the end,

it should be worthy of the committee and should serve the person being evaluated and the

college or university in which the administrator works.
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PART VI: RESOURCE MATERIALS FOR ACADEMIC

ADMINISTRATOR EVALUATION

It should be understood by now that this monograph presents an evaluation rnodel

that is essentially a series of essaysdescriptive, analytic, and judgmental. It does not ad-

vocate checklists or similar devices of evaluation that presume to be more objective, more

precise, and, on occasion, quantitative. It does not state that the latter forms of presentation

are valueless; it does suggest that heavy reliance on them is severely limiting if one seeks to

secure a comprehensive and valid evaluation of an academic administrator.

This section of the monograph presents a series of exhibits that can be used as guides

in preparing evaluations or that are suggestive of words, phrases, areas of performance, and

so on that will enliven or complete an evaluation. They should be viewed as aids, not as

instruments.

Also as part of this section, verbal descriptions of administratorspresidents, vice

presidents and deansderived from the writings of successful administrators or from the

analyses of students of college and university administration are presented. These statement

should help evaluators to define elements of administrative tasks or performances, to per-

ceive a variety of emphases that have been advocated, and perhaps to clarify thoughts about

quality of character, strengths and limitations of human performances, and that elusive but

significant wholeness of.role fulfillment called administrative style.

Exhibit 1 suggests an outline for use by an administrator In preparing his/her self-

analysis or self-evaluation.

Exhibit 2 discusses and outlines performance activities as areas of evaluation.

Exhibit 3 is a list of 38 nouns that, with appropriate modifiers, may be suggestive to
evaluators in formulating a comprehensive statement of the administrator qua ad-

ministrator.

Exhibit 4 presents a list of adjectives with qualifiers or examples that can be used to
formulate a statement concerning the administrator as a manager.

Exhibit 5 deals with areas of understanding that the administrator may demonstrate
he/she possesses or does not possess, e.g., his/her understanding of the nature of
power, academic freedom, or organizational effectiveness.

Exhibit 6 is a series of "presidential" role expectations derived from metaphors re-

lated to organization taken directly from Leadership and Ambiguity by Cohen and

March.
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Exhibit 7 is a presentation of a variety of descriptions of the presidency and of
other academic administrator posts as perceived by former administrators or students
of administration.

Exhibit 8 is a literature review and bibliography.
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Exhibit 1

Elements of a President's or Other Administrator' If-Analysis

We have said that a rather essential feature of the evaluation model proposed here is

a presidential (or other administrator's) self-review or self-analysis. The evaluation committee

should want this statement for two reasons: first, to determine the administrator's percep-

tion of his/her task at the time of appointment, and second, to get his/her estimate of how

well he/she has performed or otherwise met the commitments of the administrative role.

This kind of statement may temper or reinforce a constituent's evaluation. The preparation

of this statement should help the administrator sharpen his/her perspectives and insights

about role performance by seeing consistencies, inconsistencies, or ambiguities in his/her

activities; by weighing his/her attributes and limitations to carry on in the current position;

and, later, by testing his/her perceptions against those of the evaluation committee.

An outline is provided here that may be used by an administrator as a guide to his/her

self-analysis. It is not essential for the analysis to follow the outline. The point of the report,

as noted above, is to help the constituencies understand the administrator's conception of

his/her role, how the administrator perceives his/her performance over the tenure period,

and how he/she rationalizes it. The administrator can use the outline as is, modify it, or dis-

card it and make his/her own.

I. Administrator Concept of Role

A. Expectations at time of appointment
1. How these were arrived at:

a. board statements
b. administrator's analysis of the role in terms of institutional needs and

constraints

B. Administrator's developing conceptions or perceptions over time as to what the

trustees and other constituencies expected of him/her
1. the administrator's perception in the earlier period of sentice, perhaps after

12 to 18 months
2. perception of current administra or task demands and shifts since the earlier

days of service

C. Current task demands as the administrator sees them and his/her assessment of

constituency perceptions

II. On-the-Job Performance

A How well have the tasks of the administrator boen per

1. What was done well?
2. What was done modestly well?
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II. On-the-Job Performance (cont.)
A. 3. Where was there minimal task accomplishment or even complete lack of

success?
4. How has adaptation to changing demands or circumstances over the years of

service been handled?

B. Ra ionalization of task performance
1. Strengths of the administrator that were used
2. Strengths that were not tested or used and why
3. Situations that developed in which task demands and administrator compe-

tence were not matched, i.e., limitations seemingly inherent in the adminis-
trator or expectations of constituencies that were misplaced. Examples: con-
taining student violence, fi.ilure to find adequate financial resources, failure ac-
tively to seek to accomplish affirmative action or further equal opportunity
goals in admissions and appointments, or inability to establish institutional
support with the community. What was the explanation, if any?

4. Environmental factors (e.g., external intrusions of a political character, shifts
in board composition that made exemplary performance difficult)

5. Crisis points or unanticipated situations that developed during the tenure
period and how they were handled (e.g., shift in the job marketifor graduates,
major shift in the character of state and federal funding, or unionization of
faculty). A family circumstance could be noted as a factor in performance
(e.g., serious and long-term illness of the administrator or of an important
colleague, long illness or death of a spouse)

III. An Assess ent or Evaluation

A. Successes and failures and why
1. With constituencies (e.g., trustees, faculty
2. In various areas (e.g., education, public relations, fiscal affairs, long-range

planning)
Elements leading to success or non-success
a. cooperation of others
b. persol.al characteristics
c. training and prior experience or lack thereof

B. Evaluation of managerial rolesuccesses and failures and why
1. Staff recruitment and supervision
2. Productivity and efficiency of accomplishments
3. Organizational changes accomplished for better performance
4. Plant development or renovation
5. Items not well-managed or neglected (e.g., campus security, residence halls,

and food service)

A personal assessment, job satisfaction, look to the future, and a summing up

4 7
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Exhibit 2

Performance ActivitIes as Evaluation Areas

Whatever way one wishes to describe a college or university administrator and attach

value judgments to the description, performance Mil weigh heavily in the complete state-

ment. In recent years, the concept of "management-by-objectives" has been seized upon by

many as being the essence of role definition, anticipation of performance, and evaluation

following performance. An objective may well be of the following types: to bring the budget

into balance, to increase alumni support through annual giving, or to reorganize the adminis-

trative staff to achieve greater efficiency and intra-staff communication.

These concepts are useful. While many students of the administration of complex in-

stitutions, universities being one, would find "management-by-objectives" a limiting concept

in describing something as complex as a presidential role or even part of a comprehensive

role, the concept of performance objectives, we repeat, is useful.

The concept is also appealing in its apparent objectivity and freedom from need to dis-

cuss and evaluate processes associated with performance. In addition, the concept does relate

to aspects of role that are visible and often amenable to explicit and even quantitative evalu-

ation, e.g., "increases" in enrollments, endowments, library holding, value of federal grants

received, or numbers of faculty. While it is treacherous to place too much emphasis or faith

on performance and its measurement or rating, we would not wish the evaluation of per-

formance to be ignored in the process proposed in this monograph.

The following outline of performance activity is not entirely inclusive. However, we

hope it covers the major categories of administrative performance, that thi sub-items are

sufficient for an evaluator to make his/her own list for a specific evaluation situation, and for

the evaluator to make a judgment regarding the performance items.

This list will serve the evaluators in dealing with day-to-day routines, cumulati've over

time, that need to be judged. It also will serve evaluators in identifying areas of great strengths

or grave limitationsidentifications discussed in the criteria section of the monograph as

sometimes critically significant in evaluation.

4 8
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Performance Activity by Categories

Specific Activities and Description of Specific Performances

(The list is limited, not all inclusive.)

I. Leadership Activity

A. Interpreting Institutional Goals and Mission Through (1 ) Speaking, (2) Writing,
(3) Personal Lifestyle.

1. To extrainstitutional constituencies
a. Governmental

(1) testimony to legislative committeesnames and dates
(2) hosting campus visits for government officialsoccasions and

dates
b. Local Business and Industrial Associations

(1) service on Chamber of Commerce committeeskinds and amounts
(2) lectures before service clubs and interest groupsnames and dates

2. To intrainstitutional constituencies
a. Board of Trustees

(1) presentations of specific activities by college deans
(2) president's annual report

b. Faculty
(1) appearances before academic senate

c. Students

Identification and Defense of Institutional Values

1. Interpretations of the values of academic freedom and tenure

2. Defense or interpretation of the nature of basic research and worth

3. Fostering or enhancing such activities as: music and art (e.g., a string quartet
in residence), recognition of outstanding teaching, establishing distinguished
professorships for distinguished service or research, insisting on distinctive
architecture in new buildings

4. Maintaining scholarly productivity while serving as an adminis ra or

Mediation of Conflict

1. Fostering town and gown interactions

2. Interpreting faculty activity to student groups

3. Negotiating contracts with unions

4. Adjudicating and minimizing intercollege rivalries

5. Working for consensus on policy issues among trustees

D. Initiating New Activities of Quality

1. Curricular reform

2. New and needed degree programs

3. Adding to community service repertoire

4. Founding centers or institutions to deal with explicit areas of national purpose
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This outline will be extended to include such categories as the following:

II. Manager al Activities

A. Fiscal management

B. Personnel management

C. Plant and other resource management

D. Management of student services

E. Management of support systems (e.g., libraries, printing services, university press)

l. Public Relations Activities

A. Attending ceremonies and special events

B. Cultivating sources of financial support

C. Interpreting institutional goals and missions to external constituencies

D. Maintaining loyalty of alumni

IV. Short- and Long-Range Planning Activities

A. Budget preparation

B. Curriculum development

C. Institutional research and techniques to organize information

D. Physical plant expansion ancilor maintenance

E. Student enrollmentundergraduate, graduate

V. Public ServiceLocal, State, National, International

A. Developing support for foreign students

B. Establishing courses and programs to meet specific needs of local community,
state, nation

C. Formulating policies concerning research and consulting

D. Offering assistance to developing institutions

E. Providing for use of facilities by non-student groups in the community
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Exhibit 3

Descriptors: A Shopping List

The following list of nouns that can be used in describing an administrator and ad-

jectives that can qualify them is presented simply as an aid to evaluators as they grope for

words to use in their evaluations. It is not to be assumed that they have any specific utility

in defining the dimensions of an evaluation. They may help an evaluator as he/she looks

over the list to say, for example, -Yes, Mr. X has courage and patience and that should be

noted in my evaluation"; or "Yes, Ms. Y anticipates; she is a person of vision; she sees today's

problem but also looks idr ahead." The list may help to identify limitations in specific

terms, e.g., "Mrs. T. does not understand the need to pace herself; she often appears to have

overworked and to be hurried"; or, "Mr. V is a man of modest ambition. This is reflected in

his statements concerning institutional goals."

Noun
Adjectives and phrases (not a complete list)

both positive and negative

1.

2.

Accountable

Ambition

Meticulous, capricious, not understood, limited

Modest, seasoned, proper

3. Anticipation Sees far ahead, lives by the day, shor ange vision exclu-
sively

4. Appearance Neat, flamboyant, unkempt

5. Ariiculation (verbal
com mu nication)

Limited, superior

6. Assurance Timid, confident, his/her own person, limited, never at a
loss

7. Chance taking (boldness) Limited, foolhardy, conservative

8. Charitma None, much, modest, used, not understood

9. Commitment Complete, absent, modest

10. Contentment Serene, lazy, relaxed, restless

11. Courage Bold, lacking, modest

12. Evaluation Has a sense for it, never seems to bother to evaluate,
capricious and erratic, careful and reliable

13. Firmness None, appropriate, stubborn

14. Harmony Outstanding, uncertain, limited

15. Health Excellent, good, poor

16. Humor Broad, pleasant, lacking

17. Integrity Complete, absolute, qualified, lacking in
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Noun
Adjectives and phrases ( not a complete list)

both positive and negative

18. Intelligence

19. Intuition or Gut Feelings

20. Leadership

21. Loyalty
22. Management

23. Pacing

24. Patience

25. Planning

26. R uitment

27. Scholarship

28. Self-Perception

29. Solvency

30. Speaking (large audiences)

31, Speaking (small groups)

32. Temperament

33. Tolerance

34. Veracity

35. Visibility
36. Vision

37. Work Habits

38. Writing

Superior, adequate, limited

Not to be trusted, generally correct

Limited, missing, natural

Absolute, missing, adequate

Strong, weak, vacillating

Often overworked, never hurried, crises are anticipated

Limited, none, great

Has little sense of planning, views as important, techni-
cally skillful

Recognizes talent, fears talent, judgment is indifferent,
not sensitive to talent

Limited, none, nationally recognized

Limited, has high validity, erratic

Unqualified, troublesome

Impressive, uneven, limited

Dominating, sharing, impressive

Limited, erratic, permissive, even, excitable

Nonexistent, broad and basic, limited, erratic

Unqualified, unreliable

None, local, national, intern tional

Limited, limitless, modest

Methodical, uneven, erratic, undisciplined, disciplined

Adequate, impressive, faulted

5 2
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Exhibit 4

Managerial Competency: Descriptors

The previous list was one of descriptors that might touch on a variety of qualities

possessed by an individual. They are in a major sense personal in their connotations. The list

which follows is much more relevant to describe managerial performance. Again, it is not

definitive or complete. It should not be deemed to circumscribe a given evaluator's descrip-

tion of managerial performance. It is meant to be useful, but it may be ignored.

Descriptor Qualification or Example

1. Accountable

2. Accurate

3. Anxious

4. Careless

5. Conservative

6. Decisive

7. Delegates

8. Efficient

9. Erratic

10. Even-handed

11. Independent (autonomous)

12. Liberal

13. Productive

14. Prompt

15. Punctual

16. Stable

17. Understanding (of people)

Accepts responsibility, passes the buck, apologetic, open
and candid

Completely dependable, must be checked

Normally so, seldom so, on a few occasions

Frequently, seldom, never

Does not take chances, not bold

Seldom, usually, markedly so

Unable to delegate, overdoes it

One hundred percent, not a strength

Cannot be predicted, hard to follow

Is the same with everyone, plays favorites

Needs practically no supervision, requires constant feed-
back

Open, takes chances, willing to change

Much more than adequate, adequate

No unwarranted delays, seldom on time

Always punctual, frequently late

Opposite of erratic

That all are flawed, patient



Exhibit 5

Administrator Understanding of the Academic Enterprise

It frequently has been said that knowledge is power. The statement is entirely valid.

If one can go beyond knowledge to understanding, power is enhanced. Few things are more

valuable to the administrator than understanding of the academic enterprise. Among other

uses, understanding permits the administrator to do that which can be done and prevents the

attempt of that which is impossible in the academic setting. The following questions can be

useful to evaluators in helping them to identify and judge the understanding of higher educa-

tion as an institution and as a process by presidents, vice presidents, deans, and other aca-

demic administrators) The list, however, is couched in terms of presidents.

1. How well does the president understand the purpose of his/her institution? How

well does the person interpret this purpose so that he/she is convincing to others?

To what degree do his/her decisions reflect his/her understandings?

2. How well does the president understand the nature of power? his/her power? the

basis of his/her power? How frequently is the use of hisTher power manifest? To

what ends is it used? How does he/she misuse the power, and how frequently?

3. How broad and deep or limited and shallow is the president's experience? In what

areas does the person seem naive? Has he/she internalized and conceptualized his/

her experience? Is his/her experience perceived and acknowledged by his/her con-

stituencies? Is his/her experience relevant to current demands? To what degree?

4. How does the president handle success? Does the person know when he/she is

succeeding or not succeeding? Can he/she acknowledge failure, understand it, and

accept it? How much fun is he/she having as president? If modest or little, why?

5. How well does the president understand the nature of the college or university as

an organization? Does the person know why criteria of productivity and efficiency

have limited utility in evaluating the worth of a college or university? Does he/she

understand consensus and work to achieve it as a base for policy? Does he/she

understanui t:ia need for bureaucratic structure in a university and also why mem-

bers of faculties scorn them? Does he/she understand that colleges or universities

must transcend organizational constraints by becoming institutions, i.e., organiza-

tions that are infused with value?

Cohen end March's Le rship and.,Amh i lpful in prepering thee quesrion.
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6. How well does the president understand the utility and limitations of line and staff

organizations? Can the person delegate? Can he/she find satisfaction in the success

of other administrators? Can the president understand the nature and power of

the informed system? of the necessity for and the care that must be given to com-

munication? Is the president able to handle ambiguity and understand that am-

biguity is not necessarily an organizational pathology?

7. Does the preAdent have a sense of timing? Does the person understand and respect

that there is a time when certain action is appropriate, that action can be both

premature or too long delayed? Does the president normally seize his/her oppor-

tunities or do too many opportunities pass him/her by?

8. Does the president have a sense of his/her own person? how others perceive him/

her? Does he/she have an idea of his/her strengths? limitations? what is possible

and what is not possible for him/her to do? Does the president understand his/her

own health, energy quotient, and tolerance for stress? Does he/she know when to

persist and when to quit? what is important and should command his/her time and

energy? what is of limited significance or even frivolous and should be ignored?

5 5
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Exhibit 6

Descriptions of Administrator Roles

Cohen and March in their significant and interesting book, Leadership and Ambiguity, 1

present a series of what they label "metaphors- and associated descriptions of college or

university presidential roles. These descriptions should be useful to evaluators in that they

may see a particular administrator playing or living a role resembling to some degree a role

that is in Cohen and March's book. An evaluator may very well be able to read the descrip-

tions and say to himself/herself: "President X obviously reflects the authoritarian metaphor";

or "President Y is representative of both the collective bargaining and the consensus meta-
_

phor with emphasis on the latter." These descriptions also in a sense describe what I have

designated presidential style. Of course, other administrators also display a settled manner of

behavior that can be designated as an administrative style.

It has been this writer's experience that the style of an administrator as it is con-

gruent/incongruent with a particular institutional environment will have much to do with

the administrator's satisfaction or lack of satisfaction with his/her role and with the accep-

tance by the constituencies of him/her as an administrator.

Members of an evaluation committee should not expect to see a necessary con-

gruence between the administrator they are evaluating and a particular administrative style,

but a review of the material presented below may be helpful in preparing descriptions of the

given administrator.

Each of our metaphors implicitly prescribes a role for the president of a university:

Metaphor Presidential Role

Competitive market The col lege president is an entrepreneur. He may establish any kind
of organization he wishes within the constraints imposed by the
willingness of students, faculty, donors, and legislators to take their
support elsewhere.

Administra ion College presidents are appointed by the trustees to pursue the ob-
jectives specified by the board and are evaluated in terms of the
performance of the organization with respect to those objectives.
The major tasks of the president involve controlling the operation
to ensure conformity with the objectives, coordinating the several
subunits toward that end, assuring consistency within the organiza-
tion, and avoiding duplication of activities and waste.

1Paget 38-39. Copyright by The Car
mission of McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Foundation for he Advancement of Teaching, 1974. Used with per-
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lphor Presidentia Role

Col lective baroai ni ng The college president does two things: First, he attempts to rnedi-
ate disputes between the interests in the university and help them
to find mutually satisfactory agreements. In this activity, he is a
facilitator of compromise or invention. Second, he supervises the
mplementation of the agreements, serving each of the interesis to

the degree specified by the bargaining outcomes.

Democracy The college president sees himself as a hypothetical candidate for
the office and offers promises of policy action in exchange for
promises of support. His objective is to maintain a winning coalition
of interest groups by responding to their demands for university
policy.

Consensus The presidential role involves three major activities: the management
of the agendas, the public solicitation of consensus, and the imple-
mentation of agreements. The president responds to demands by
placing them on the agenda for discussion, by inducing a discussion
of them, and by implementing them if they survive the discussion.

Anarchy The president is a catalyst. He gains his influence by understanding
the operation of the system and by inventing viable solutions that
accomplish his objectives rather than by choosing among conflict-
ing alternatives. 'Management' in an anarchy involves the substi-
tution of knowledge and subtle adjustment for the e-plicit authori
tative control of bureaucracy.

Independent judiciary The college president is not expected to reflect or adjust to the de-
mands of a current set of actors, consumers, constituents, owners,
or employees. Rather, he is expected to capture the historic truths
of the university as an institution and to reflect those truths during
a brief trusteeship.

P ebiscitary autocracy The president is a decision maker and organizer of opinion. Such
consultation or assistance as he uses is simply a convenience to him
and imposes no obligation to him to follow the advice. He acts on
the objectives as he sees them and subsequently attempts to per-
suade his constituency that his rule should be continued."
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Exhibit 7

Other Descriptions of Mrninistrator Roles

Materials included in this exhibit may assist the evaluator to appreciate and under-

stand the variety of dimensions of the administrator's role and how to describe and be judg-

mental in qualifying the descriptions. The emphasis is on the college or university president,

but the concepts and descriptions are transferable with a little thought for consideration of

other ad m in istrators.

Presidents are viewed as several former presidents have perceived them and as they

have published their perceptions. They are: Frederick deW. Bolman, Harold Dodds, Joseph

Kauffman, Clark Kerr, Harold Stoke, and Henry Wriston. The majority speak to the

college presidency except that Dodds and Kauffman also add to their reviews the university

presidency and Kerr speaks directly to the university presidency per se.

Perceptions of other academic adrninistrators (deans and vice presidents) are not as

cogent and numerous as those of former presidents, but we have included some observations

or descriptions concerning these administrators.
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Exhibit 7a

n on the College Presidency'

According to Bolman, the role of the college president and the requisite personal

characteristics to perform the job will vary in accordance with the needs and aspirations of

particular institutions. The most realistic process for a search committee is to abandon the

idea of looking for the "perfect" candidate and to concentrate on prospects whose outstand-

ing characteristics are related to areas in which the college's needs will be greatest. This type

of orientation on the part of the search committee necessitates analysis of the institution

and analysis of the president's role prior to the screening of potential candidates. From Bol-

man's point of view, the same process presumably would be advantageous in the evaluation

of an incumbent president since quality of performance could be judged against the defined

presidential role and institutional needs.

Because the president's role essentially is determined by the institution where he/she

serves, Bolrnan explores only the most basic of personal characteristics. These include aca-

demic stature, administrative acumen, personality, qualities of the spouse, religion, and

political affiliation. On the basis of a study of 135 colleges arid universities, Bolrnan con-

cludes that only academic stature is a quality that universally could be deemed important

for all college presidents. This quality is stressed because commanding the respect of the

faculty requires that the president is or was "one of them." Academic stature is equated with

possession of an earned doctorate, usually a Ph.D. degree.

Administrative acumen normally is thought to be crucial, but it may be defined in

different ways such as decisiveneo, ability to command the respect of government leaders,

or success in raising funds. Personality traits may be given emphasis when priority is placed

on improving the college's image or when better relationships are sought with members of

the legislature. A "good- spouse may be considered important to the president's role and the

administrator could be seriously handicapped at some colleges if his/her spouse is unaccept-

able in some way. At a few institutions, religious and political affiliation may be deemed

characteristics, although little concern with these matters is detected in the author's

comments.

1Frederick deW. flalman. flow Co
tion, 1965).

sidents Are Chosen (WashIngtan, D.C. : American Council on Educe.
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Exhib 7b

Dodds on the Role of the Academic President'

Dodds recognizes a degree of commonality among the responsibilities of college and

university presidents. The position entails managerial responsibility, for example, to dele-

gate authority to individuals who will see to the performance of particular operations. The

position also requires awareness of the unique organizational aspects of the institution as

exemplified by the high degree of emphasis on consultation which occurs in the governance

process. In practice, all presidents are involved in general activities such as guiding, unifying,

representing, defending, and inspiring their institutions. These activifes call for an ability to

get along with people, a sense of humor, physical and emotional health, and the capacity for

growth. In all cases the job of academic president necessitates managerial competence and a

talent for educational leadership.

The question Dodds raises is whether the academic president ought to be primarily

an educational leader or an institutional manager/caretaker. From the author's point of

view, the president should stress the role of educational leader while letting business opera-

tions of the college or university be the main concern of other administrators. The quality of

a president's educational leadership will be determined by his/her ability to engender and

sustain a spirit of critical inquiry and self-examination on the part of faculty and trustees.

The president should prod the faculty and trustees to think seriously about the goals

of their programs and institution and to state the goals as explicitly as possible. Once these

goals have been formulated, the president has a responsibility to articulate them frequently

and vigorously to the public. Because the faculty tends to have highly specialized interests,

the president has a special obligation to direct attention to the interests of the organization

as a whole. If the president is to succeed in creating an environment conducive to careful

organizational self-analysis and the possibility of generating worthwhile innovations, then

the exercise of educational leadership is imperative.

Educational leadership, as Dodds emphasizes it, is more closely relazed to the presi-

dent's judicious selection of issues raised and the objectivity of his/her arguments than to

the manipulation of people and ideas merely for the encouragement of discontent or divisive-

ness_ Leadership also s related to the president's ability to follow through on the issues he/she

1 Herold W. _ Academic PrWenrEducator or Caretak Now York: McGr Hill, 1962)
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raises and policies he/she supports. In short, the academic pr ident's exercise of leadership

involves the courage to speak frankly and openly to the faculty and board of trustees, while

always maintaining the flexibility and willingness to reexamine his/her own values and

pronouncements.
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Exhibit 7c

Kauffman on College and (Iniversit,. Presidents'

Kauffman advocates a strong leadership role for a college or university president be-

cause the chief executive is the major link among all the constituencies involved with the in-

stitution. The constituencies look to the president both for effective management and

clarification of the values for which the institution stands. The president uses his/her knowl-

edge and leadership to formulate policy in response to the challenges and opportunities

facing the college.

Since public institutions increasingly are responsive and dependent on governmental

authority, the college president also displays effective political leadership to assure that the

interests of his/her college are represented. The president's role requires traditional manage-

ment skills, but competition for funds and demands for public accountability lead to a

management style that is distinctly political.

Previous experience as a senior administrator and commitment to the type of institu-

tion he/she heads are basic characteristics for a college president that Kauffman seems to

find relevant. The necessary personal qualities of a president cannot be specified in any de-

tail, however, without first understanding the character and needs of the institution where

the executive functions. In other words, desirable qualities are determined primarily by the

situation rather than by the person. This implies that the institution is able to define its

present condition and values in fairly specific terms, and can ascertain the personal qualities

most Iikely to be an asset in furthering those values.

'Joseph F, Kauffman, The Selection of College and University Presidents

American Collages, 1974).
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Exhibit 7d

Kerr on the University Presidency1

Kerr's comments regarding the roles of university presidents are directed toward what

he terms the "multiversity,- and his discussion should be understood within that context.

Multiversity is used by Kerr to denote the pluralistic character of the modern, large univer.

sity which is evidenced by the pursuit of several purposes, service to many markets and con-

cern for many publics, power conflicts, and lack of a single, unified community. In this type

of environment the university president can be expected to assume at least three or four

roles, including gladiator, initiator, image maker, and mediator.

The gladiator strives for freedom and quality; the initiator seeks change and places

progress above peace in the university; the image maker works to improve his/her own and

the institution's image for the sake of the university's continuity and improvement. Most of

all, however, the president in the multiversity is a mediator, because as the university has

grown larger and more complex it has become more enmeshed in the process of checks and

balances. There are more parties to conciliate and fewer to lead. in some respects the medi-

ator serves a function analogous to thal of the clerk at a meeting who manages the agenda,

draws forth ideas, and keeps the business moving.

The president's role of mediation, as Kerr would have us understand it, does encom-

pass more than carrying messages between opposing actors without contributing ideas and

principles of his own. Instead, the mediator interjects his/her own leadership into the disposi-

tion of a given problem in order to find a solution that is effective in the long run rather than

a compromise for the time being. This means that the president must be able to gain access

to each center of power. Then he/she must be able to argue his/her point of view as forcefully

as the circumstances require. Although the personal characteristics necessary to fulfill the

role of mediator are not specified, Kerr suggests that evaluation of the president be made on

the basis of whether the mediation permits progress in the right direction to be made fast

enoughor whether the conservatism of the institution takes precedence over needed change.

1Clark Kerr, The Uses of the Univerty, ith a "Postscript- 1 972 (Cornbridge, Messechutetn: Hrerd Univer-

sity Press, 1972).
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Exhibit 7e

Stoke an the College President

Stoke views the role of the college president to be more nearly one of academic

manager than innovator or leader. The president has a unique role in clarifying the purposes

of his/her institution and selecting appropriate means by which to achieve the desired ends.

In this respect the president's philosophy of education is highly important since it gives the

institution a sense of direction and guides the administrator in the process of day-to-day de-

cision making. Yet, the growing complexity of institutions of higher education gradually has

transformed the president from an intellectual leader to a managerwho is skilled in adminis-

tration and serves as a broker in personal and public relations.

Very little of the president's time is devoted to matters that are strictly educational.

The president is absorbed in social activities, fund raising, speech making and ceremonial

functions, and correspondence of all kinds. He/she seldom has timefor the relaxation, per-

sonal reflection, or planning that effective educational leadership requires. In light of thE

activities which occupy a president's energy, the traditional requirement of educational dis-

tinction seems less relevant to successful performance than does a winning personality, man-

agement skill, and previous success in business or administration.

Despite perceived change in the president's role, Stoke maintains that some of the

more traditional qualities of college presidents still are in order. First, the president accept

the responsibilities of his/her position. He/she rejects the idea of -passing the buck" because

decision-making authority in fact has been delegated to him/her. Self-protection is not the

president's primary concern and he/she accepts the fact that he/she will not be applauded by

all constituencies all of the time. Second. the president displays and encourages a respect for

due process, which consists of giving an appropriate amount of consideration to the interests

of those directly concerned with a specific issue or problem. Concern for due process is con-

sistent with the role of manager or broker, and the more complex the institution the more

skilled the president must be in order to assure that due process is observed.

Third, the president is able to facilitate the exchange of information among different

interests so that hostility can be minimized. The president can diffuse tensions between the

strictly business and the academic points of view, for example, by showing them that all ex-

penditures are made for the objective of "producing education" and that the interests of one

1Herold W Stoke, The Arnerken Coll (Niw per & Br them 1959).
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group are not opposed to those of the other. fri much the same wa the president sres to

educate the board of trustees. The president has considerable information at hand and he/she

should be able to state his/her vims effectively and bring the most pressing issues to the at-

tention of the board. The entire function of facilitating exchange of information implies that

the president has some degree of analytical ability and the capacity to discern reality by using

the information available to him/her. Otherwise, the president's credibility soon will Pe

undermined.

A special duty of the presidentto bridge the gap be ween faculty and admioistrators

encompasses the qualities suggested above. Stoke believes that an important source of con-

flict has surfaced because the faculty believes its influence to be on the decline and adminis-

trators are less able to understand the language and concerns of the scholar. The very special-

ization of the faculty requires a broad perspective and understanding on the part of the presi-

dent and a concern over purposes and ends as opposed to methods and suNect matter. In

the widest context, Stoke implies that ideally the president should bridge the gaps among

all the constituencies of the institution. If such an outcome ever is to be approximated, the

president will need to describe the whole in such a way that it at least can be understood by

ail the constituent parts. Functioning in such a role, the college president would be more

nearly an academic manager than an innovator or leader.
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Exhibit 7f

Wnston Reflects on the Cofiege Presidency1

riston says iat the central role of the president is to do everything he/she canand

to f7 ..te everything that othem can doin order to develop students to their full capacity

as ,pendently thinking and acting individuals. As the chief administrator there are actions

to be taken that in the long run affect the quality of the students who will be graduated.

These include raising adequate financial resources, developing a capable staff, and mediating

between trustees and faculty. In order to accomplish these tasks, the president must possess

qualities of wisdom, experience, warmth, sympathy, and insight; above all, the president

must have a bountiful supply of energy. Because the president sets the pace of an institution,

he/she should not hesitate to retire when his/her energy begins to wane.

The extent to which the president succeeds in his/her role is dependent upon an

understanding of the limitations of presidential power and the wise use of it. The president's

power is real; but it is highly circumscribed by the college's bureaucracy, th2 political nature

of the president's office, and the actions of individuals with no policy-making autho, ..y

whatsoever. It is deemed critical for the president to exercise power sparingly so that the

mited supply of power is not exhausted prematureiy. As an alternative, he/she should seek

a influence those about him/her by the fullest use of persuasion. The president's most im-

portant power is, in fact, the power to pe:suade. Persuasion is necessary in order to interpret

the will of the trustees ta the faculty and to en3ble them tC, work in harmony insofar 2s

possible.

Wriston concentrates on the presi.nt's persua&veneo with faculty at: the key ele-

ment in successful operation of a college or university. In a slightly different context, Richard

Neustadt also emphasizes the supremacy of persuasion when he describes the essence of the

U.S. PresidenrS task as one of convincing the legislators whose support he courts "that

what the White House wants of them is what they ought to do for their sake and on their

authority."2

F or Wriston, persuasion proves to be an especially important skill because the college

president has no real power to command a faculty member; and, at larger institutions, the

president has little time to become involved in selection of teaching staff who share his/her

Nenrv M. Wristork, Acadrn, Prilte(lons of a cu1frg PreskivU (Wew York: Colurnbii Univtr3ity

2Richord E. Neutron, Presidential Paunv (New York: 1960), p. 34.
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views. Probably the best way to win the facuitni's support and render them susceptible to

persuasion is through the ability to provide the best possible environment for teaching and

research, In establishing such an environment, the college president also fulfills a major part

his/her responsibility for promoting students' growth and development since they will

benefit from the high quality of instruction that results.



Exhibit 79

The Public Affairs Vice President1

Salmen finds the role of the vice president for public affairs to center on maintaining

a necessary balance among primarily off-campus, nonacademic functions, including develop-

ment, annual fund, alumni affairs, public relations, and liaison with local, state, and federal

governments. Although the president has the greatest visibility with respect to public rela-

tions, it often is impossible for him/her to know what should be said about a particular issue.

In such case, the vice president for public affairs can help to formulate a statement; in many

instances, the vice president can serve as the spokesperson of the university

The vice president should have a knowledge of government agencies and should in-

volve himself/herself in negotiations that may lead to policies affecting the university. How-

ever, he/she also must appoint an institutional represtative to the goeernments, since the

duties of the vice president require considerable time spent on campus. At the institution,

the vice president may want to make suggestions about university publications such as the

college catalog and newspaper advertisements, even though these matters are not his/her

direct responsibility. Me/she may become involved in such issues because the public image of

the institution is an overriding concern At times, the vice president's opinions will be un-

heeded.

Two factors are viewed to be importan for success in the position of vice president

for public affairs. These are a high degree of awareness of institutional goais and mutual re,

snect and cooperation between him/her and the president. The latter requirement is es-

pecially critical because there is an interdependence between the two on the formulation

of the institution's public positions.

"riTs;;;TSairnen. Durie, of Adrninturator in Hhrr Education (Now York: The MrniIIsn Co. 1971)-
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exhibit 7h

The Academic Dean'

Gould's point of view on the role and characteristics of academic deans is based upon

his own experiences as a faculty member and on the results of a study he conducted at a

number of public and private colleges and universities of varying enrollments. An important

consideration is that no two academic deanships will be exactly alike, in part because the

role is derived through separate institutional traditions, the incumbent dean's personal am-

bition and interest, and the nature of the president's abilities or concerns. Related factors

which shape the dean's role include the method of his 'her selection, the tenure of the of-

fice, and the size of the institution itself.

Despite an acknowledged diversity of specific functions that may be performed by

an academic dean, the central responsibility of the office-holder is to know the faculty well

and to strengthen their loyalties to themselves and to the particular college or university they

serve. Gould finds that most academic deans do not adopt strong leadership roles in order to

carry out the responsibilities of their positions. Instead, the academic dean is more nearly a

catalyst who plants ideas at will but waits to let the informal processes of the organization

determine which suggestions take root and grow. The patience required in such a role

necessarily precludes an overtly energetic leadership posture.

Gould believes that the academic dean in some instances should assume a more active

leadership role in appraising -zhe goals of his/her institution and evaluating the extent to

which the resources under his/her direction are utilized in ways consistent with institutional

purposes. An increased leadership role would require not only patience, good judgment, and

knowledge of the process of academic communication, but also the willingness to voice

recommendations that will benefit the entire institution, to help the faculty see potential

points of consensus, and to accept risks and the possibility of being misunderstood in some

situations.

Gould finds that the effective academic deanwhether adopting the role of catalyst

or of leaderdisplays some distinguishing characteristics. For example, the effective dean

enjoys the respect and confidence of his/her faculty and he/she prods the faculty toward ex-

cellence. The dean delegates routine work that can be handled competently by others and

develops people who can assume responsibility for discharging such tasks. The dean is a

V-A511-, f;-.10,i, The Acadtrnic Deanship New York: Teachers College Press 19641.
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oerlon of integrity and consistent in his/her dealings with others, always slow to anger and

open to suggestions. Finally, he/she remains loyal to the standards of the acadernicprofession.
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Exhibit 71

The Academic Deanl

Wicke suggests that deans are individuals in the middle by definition since the posi-

tion entails obligations both to the president and to the faculty. The academic dean's respon-

sibilities are associated with the educational mission of a college or university, and a leader-

ship role is advocated as the means to an effective discharge of the responsibilities. The

academic dean as leader will be able to define the institution's mission, translate the mission

into organizational actions, defend the institution's integrity, and also achieve an ordering

gf internal conflict.

It is recognized that a central concern of the dean should be the question of excel-

Wnce in teaching and the problem of rewarding undergraduate teaching at institutions

organized primarily for the purpose of research. Failure of faculty to prepare stimulating

classroom lectures, an indifference to the results of teaching, and an increasing social dis-

tance between teachers and students are matters that merit special attention by the dean.

Wickt, f.ecommends that the dean tocome actively invo'ived with major faculty committees

on academic policy where curriculun practices can he studied and evaluated carefully and

where recommendations for in.,1vPtion c7g1 be formulatad.

Although a leadership roie is advocated for the dean and the ability to command the

respect of the faculty oeemed crucial, Wicke emphasizes that the dean has only a limited

authority t deal with academic problems: "A dean is not even a little president; he is at best

a student-administrant....- The dean is not an indispensable person and should not attempt

to do too much on his/her own. On the other hand, the dean must not yield to the tempta-

tion to retreat to routines that are unrelated to the basic responsibilities of the office or to

cease being a teacher and a student in his/her own way.

1Myron F. Wicks, "Deans: Men in the Middle," The Study of Academic Administration pp. 53-70, edited by
Terry F. Lunsford (Boulder. Colorodo: Western interstate Commission for Higher Education. 1963).
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Exhibit 7j

The Dean of Students or of Student Affairs'

Evans discusses the dean of students and some of the special problems that the occu-

pant of the position faces. According to Evans, working in academia does not necessarily

permit one to be of academia. The kinds of problems routinely dealt with by the dean's

officemental illness, discipline, and distraught parentsare matters that most academic ad-

ministrators and faculty members are happy to avoid. Business administrators also appreciate

the dean's supervisory presence over students in view of the increasing number of lawsuits

which are filed against colleges and universities. Yet, while student personnel functions

generally are recognized as valid by the faculties and administrators, the dean of students is

not accepted as a full partner in the academic enterprise. The dean of students must be able

to live with the fact that he/she may not be highly valued by his/her associates.

The dean of students should believe that good counseling and constructive leadership

do make a difference in the lives of students and the institution. The dean should be com-

mitted to helpinn the student develop a healthy self-image and the dean should present evi-

dence to justify the support of student personnel serviceF- Evans believes that demonstrating

accountability (defined in terms of articulating job objectives, setting measurable goals, and

evaluating whether reasonable progress toward the goals is being met) is not beyond the

capacity of the dean of students, although when quantitative data is inappropriate, other

evidence should be admissible. The successful dean of student, then, is one who realistically

appraises the services provided through his/her office.

The chief talent of the dean is skill as a human relations specialist and he/she derives

satisfaction from the personal contact with students that is an essential component of the

job. The dean also displays an experFwental outlook, which includes the willingness to irn-

plement student anid faculty suggestions and to initiate changes on his/her own that might

prove to be beneficial, In addition to human relations skills, the dean of students maintains

competence in some academic specialty, whether it be psychology, statistical analysis, his-

tory, art, or music. I nvolvement in an academic department is viewed as an important way

avoid the image and self-image of bystander on the campus scene.

'Byron F. Evens, -There Will Always Be a Deandorn,' N4SP1 Journal 11 (Spring 1974): 2-5.

27be concept of the position of Dean of Students mikes the titles, Vice-President. Student Personnel, or Student

Affairs equally 4-loropriete. A review of othe.- writing related to this position broadly suggests that the person who tioI.-!s it

also shares responsibility with other academic edmmirtrators for creation of a total student learning environmentand may

be iroluated for histher contribution to then environment.
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Exhibit 8

Literature Review and Bibliography

There is a literature on evaluation in education. The bulk of it relates to the evalua-

tion of student aptitudes, abilities, or interest and to achievement in a variety of performance

and cognitive areas. There is a lesser literature that aims formally to evaluate ability, skill,

and performance of teachers in directing learning. There is only a most modest literature re-

lating to the tasks performed by administrators, especially for academicadministrators, in-

cluding presidents.

The literature review regarding administration and administrative evaluation for the

purpose of this paper has had its foundations in such pioneering books as Barnard's The

Functions of the Executive and Simon's Administrative Behavior. The Selznick volume,

Leadership in Administration, has been particularly useful. Kerr's The Uses of the University

has a rather explicit statement concerning the functions of the president. Perkins' The Uni-

versity in Transition is infused with observations and insights related to the work of the aca-

demic administrator. Three noted former presidents have written on the presidency, making

specific use of their own experience in deriving important insights related to the office.

They are Wriston (Academic Procession), Dodds (The Academic PresidentEducation or

Caretaker?) and Stoke (The American College President). McVey and Hughes have written a

delightful book touching on many of the seemingly minor but nonethelez significant facet

of presidential performance and demeanor. Gould has written on the office of the academic

dean, but the literature on academic administrators other than the president is also limited.

One who would understand academe and presidential roles can profitably read some

of the academic novels. C. P. Snow's The Masters is powerful in helping one to understand

the political facets and the nature of power as it relates to a college's leadership. Mary

McCarthy's Groves of Academe is a study in academic politics in novel form and of the ad-

ministrative demise of an "innocent" president. Baker, a Princeton profeswr, has written the

interesting A Friend in Power. The number of novels with an academic setting runs into the

hundreds.

The scholarly literature concerning the presidency and the roles of academic ad-

ministrators is limited. Bolrnan's How College Presidents Are Chosen and Kauffman's he

Selection of College and University Presidents are currently the most relevant to evaluation,

although their focus is on evaluation prior to appointment rather than evaluation of presi-

dential performance. The most useful book in describing and analyzing administrative roles
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would seem to be the recently revised edition of Corson's The Governance of Colleges and

Universities. Studies such as Clark's The Open Door College and Baldridge's Academic

Governance and Power and Conflict in the Unh,ersity are important to achieving a scholarly

understanding of academic leadership.

The studies of Cohen and March reported in Leadership and Ambiguity are funda-

mental to valid evaluation of the performance of academic administrators. Cohen and March

have established the concept that there are varieties of presidential roles. They also substan-

tiate the situational character of administrative behavior and the idiosyncracy of much in-

formal evaluation and employment or dismissal decision making. The analysis of Munitz and

associates as they reviewed the work of Cohen and March added substantially in its comple-

mentary and contradictory material to Cohen and March's concepts of presidential role.

The substance of this monograph relating to the definition and description of the

evaluation as process and of the substance of the evaluation is in part derived from the rele-

vant literature noted above. It also represents the experiences of the writer as observer aid

participant (administrator) since 1938, the considerable input of the three presidents

in the Pennsylvania State College and University system who form the Presidents' Person-

nel Committee, and the associated staff of the Pennsylvania Department of Educa-

tion. The writer also has shared in the obsvitations made by Penn State academic ad-

ministrators and the insights of his colleagues in the Center for the Study of Higher Education.

The bibliography which follows is directed more to an understanding of presidential

and other academic administrative roles than to the technology of evaluation. We believe this

is as it should be in considering the task at hand as dealt with in this monograph.
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